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Exciting times!

First 1020 eV 
cosmic ray 
detected

1962 2017

GW astronomy 
begin! 
kilonova associated with 
GW170817

2015

First 
gravitational 
waves detected

2013

First 1015 eV 
neutrinos 
detected

GW

CR

ν

γ

Extragalactic 
origin confirmed 
Auger evidences large 
scale anisotropy > 8 EeV

PeV neutrino 
astronomy begins! 
IC170922 in coincidence 
with TXS 0506+056

new TDEs, magnetar flares, blazar flares, FRBs,  
gamma-ray bursts, superluminous SNe…

And we still don't know the origin of UHECRs
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A UHECR journey

Outflow 
- structure? 
- B? 
- size?

Source? 
- particle injection? 
- acceleration? shocks? 

reconnection?…

Backgrounds 
- radiative? baryonic? 
- evolution, density? 
- magnetic field: deflections? 

associated neutrino and 
gamma-ray production

νγ

Intergalactic magnetic fields 
magnetic deflection 
temporal & angular spread/shifts

νγ

p Fe

Cosmic backgrounds 
interactions on CMB, UV/opt/
IR photons 

cosmogenic neutrino and 
gamma-ray production

UHECR 
- mass 
- spectrum 
- anisotropy

Observables
neutrinos 
- flavors 
- spectrum 
- anisotropy 
- time variabilities

multi-wavelength photons 
- spectral features 
- time variabilities 
- angular spread 
- source distribution 

GW 
- spectrum 
- arrival 

directions 
- time 
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Current multi-messenger data: useful to understand UHECRs?

Backgrounds 
- radiative? baryonic? 
- evolution, density? 
- magnetic field: deflections? 

associated neutrino and 
gamma-ray production

νγ
νγ

p Fe

Cosmic backgrounds 
interactions on CMB, UV/opt/
IR photons 

cosmogenic neutrino and 
gamma-ray production

Eν ~ 5% ECR/A Eγ ~ 10% ECR/A

ECR > 1018 eV

Eν > 1016 eV

Secondaries take up 5-10% of parent cosmic-ray energy

IceCube neutrinos do not directly probe UHECRs
Actually, none of the current multi-messenger data 

(except UHECR data) can directly probe UHECRs 
… but they help :-)
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Fig. 14 Left panel: comparison between the TA and Auger combined spectra presented

at the 34rd International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC 2015) [28, 29]. The TA spectrum

is shown in the energy range where Auger data are available. The ratio of the Auger flux to

the TA flux versus energy is plotted in the right panel.

ankle presented in Table 4 and 5 can be compared directly. As expected, they are in good

agreement. In the region of the cut-o↵, on the other hand, the comparison is more di�cult,

since the parameters that define the two functional forms have di↵erent meanings. However,

an unambiguous comparison can be made using the parameter suggested in [6] that defines

the position of the observed cuto↵. This is the energy E1/2, at which the integral spectrum

drops by a factor of two below that which would be expected in the absence of the cuto↵.

E1/2 has been calculated by both collaborations. For TA, E1/2 = 60 ± 7 EeV (statistical

error only) [28] and for Auger, E1/2 = 24.7 ± 0.1+8.2
�3.4 EeV [29] (statistical and systematic

error). The two values of E1/2 are significantly di↵erent, even after taking into account the

systematic uncertainties in the energy scales of the two experiments.

The di↵erence between the TA and Auger spectra in the region of the cut-o↵ is very

intriguing. Because the TA experiment is in the Northern hemisphere and Auger is in the

Southern hemisphere and the two experiments look at di↵erent parts of the sky, this could

be a signature of anisotropy of the arrival directions of the ultra-high energy cosmic rays.

Moreover the highest energies are the most promising for the identification of the sources

of cosmic rays since the deflections of the trajectories of the primaries in the galactic and

extra-galactic magnetic fields are minimized. However the measurement of the spectrum at

the cut-o↵ is a↵ected by large uncertainties. In addition to the poor statistics, the analysis

is complicated by the steepness of the flux: large spectral index amplifies the uncertainty of

the energy scale and it increases the unfolding corrections required to take into account the

bin-to-bin migrations due to the finite energy resolution. A continuous and increasing e↵ort

is being made by the two collaborations at establishing a better control of these e↵ects and

evaluation of the systematic uncertainties.

5 Discussion

The TA and Auger collaborations have developed analyses to constrain the astrophysical

models using measurements of the energy spectrum. Observed features in the UHECR spec-

trum can reveal astrophysical mechanisms of production and propagation of the UHECRs.

21/31
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Learning from UHECR data

Auger Coll. ICRC 2017
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Fig. 7.— Arrival directions of Auger events (red points in the South hemisphere) and Telescope Array ones
(black crosses in the Northern hemisphere) above 1019 eV in equatorial coordinates, using a Mollweide
projection.
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Fig. 8.— Significance table (left) and histogram (right) of the estimated multipole moments (in equatorial
coordinates). In the right panel, the black line is a normal curve.

coefficients are redefined such that aℓm →
√
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Figure 5: Results from a fit of the Xmax distributions with a superposition of p-, He-, N- and Fe-induced air
showers. The upper four panels show the best-fit mass fractions and the goodness of fit is displayed in the
lowest panel. Thick error bars denote the statistical uncertainties, thin error bars the systematic ones.

tistical and systematic uncertainty of 2% and � 9% respectively. For comparison, a recent attempt
to estimate the light-mass fraction from Xmax was based on 118 events only [29]. The mass frac-
tions presented here complement the findings of the KASCADE-Grande Coll. which reported a
“knee” in the flux of the iron component at 1016.9 eV and an “ankle” of the light component at
1017.1 eV [30, 31]. It can be concluded that the new results from the Pierre Auger Observatory on
the mass composition at low energies give important experimental constraints to the modeling of
a possible transition from a heavy Galactic to a light extragalactic cosmic-ray component between
1017 and 1018 eV.

We end this section with the usual caveats about the model dependence of the interpretation of
air-shower observables in terms of mass. The mass fractions derived from the Xmax distribution are
very sensitive to details of the modeling of hadronic interactions in air showers and the differences
between mass fraction derived using the three “post-LHC” models do not necessarily bracket the
actual uncertainty on the fractions. However, barring an onset of new physics in hadronic interac-
tions at 1018.3 eV, the energy evolution of �Xmax� and �(Xmax) are robust indicators of a gradual
increase of the average nuclear mass of cosmic rays with energy. Further model-independent evi-
dence for a mixed mass composition around the ankle was found in a study of correlations between
Xmax and the shower size measured with the SD [32].

4. Interpretation of Mass Composition and Spectrum

For a possible astrophysical interpretation of our results on the mass composition and energy
spectrum, we considered a scenario in which the sources of UHECRs are of extragalactic origin
and accelerate nuclei in electromagnetic processes with a rigidity-dependent maximum energy,
Emax(Z) = Emax(p)/Z, where Z denotes the charge and Emax(p) is the maximum energy for protons.
In a previous study [33] we reported that within this scenario a good description of the shape of

7

Figure 9. Relative abundance of four mass groups as function of energy in cosmic rays as measured by the
Pierre Auger Observatory. The upper four panels show the best-fit mass fractions and the goodness of fit is
displayed in the lowest panel. Thick error bars denote the statistical uncertainties, thin error bars the systematic
ones. Image credit: Pierre Auger Collaboration [157].

scale extragalactic structure and distribution of UHECR sources and magnetic fields. This would not
only make crucial progress in identifying UHECR sources possible, but also allow us to constrain
extragalactic magnetic fields (EGMFs) by deducing the residual extragalactic contribution to mag-
netic deflection once the Galactic contribution has been subtracted. Comparing this with constrained
EGMF simulations (e.g., [166] and Fig. 10) will contribute to the understanding of the astrophys-
ical processes relevant for MHD at large cosmological scales, such as large-scale dynamo processes
and the development of MHD turbulence at galaxy cluster scales and beyond. At present, many of
such EGMF simulations exist (e.g., [166–171]), varying largely in their predictions for magnetic field
strengths on various scales and e↵ects on UHECR propagation [172].

3.4 Extragalactic backgrounds

3.4.1 Cosmic microwave background
Studies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and its anisotropies have ushered in a new,
high-precision era for modern cosmology. Whether alone or combined with other cosmological
probes, measurements of the CMB total intensity anisotropies have established the current cosmolo-
gical model, setting the stage for further, more profound investigations with direct implications not
only for cosmology but also for fundamental physics. Today, the search for primordial gravitational
waves from the inflationary phase of the expanding Universe is the paramount goal of CMB experi-
ments. The signal imprinted on the polarised CMB, the so-called primordial B-modes3, are directly

3Cosmologists decompose the polarised emission into E (gradient-like) and B (curl-like) modes (e.g., [173]). These
correspond to signals of distinct physical origin within the polarisation of the CMB.
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Energy spectrum

Arrival directions

Mass composition

most UHECRs have 
rigidity E/eZ ~ 3-10 EV

deflections depend on rigidity
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UHECRs and intergalactic magnetic fields KK & Olinto 2011
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where magnetized regions (such as filaments, ra-
dio ghosts, clusters of galaxies), are characterized
by their typical size ri, magnetic field coherence
length �i and strength Bi. Trans-GZK particles
propagating in the intergalactic medium typically
encounter a number ⌧ ⇠ 3 of such regions (Kotera
& Lemoine 2008). The propagation in the Galactic
magnetic field results in an additional deflection of
↵Gal, the quadratic sum of the turbulent (↵turb) and
regular (↵reg) components. Numerically, ↵turb ⇠
0.5� Z(E/60EeV)�1(HGal/2 kpc)1/2(�Gal/50 pc)1/2 ⇥
(BGal,turb/3µG), where BGal, �Gal,turb and HGal are
the magnitude, coherence length, and height of the
turbulent component of the Galactic magnetic field, and
↵reg ⇠ 3.5� Z(E/60EeV)�1(LGal/2 kpc)(BGal,reg/2µG),
for a field coherent over lengthscale LGal and of strength
BGal,reg (Kachelrieß et al. 2007). The above values
for the Galactic field are only indicative, and larger
deflections up to ⇠ 10� could be obtained for other
configurations of the magnetic field within the observa-
tionally constrained range (Haverkorn 2015). Overall
deflections of  8� for protons, as quoted above, can
thus be viewed as highly reasonable, and  30� is
extremely robust.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The requirements for the production of cosmic ray pro-
tons at the highest energies in terms of source luminosity
and number density are tight enough to exclude steady
candidate sources. Because the observational constraints
on the source number density depend on the particle de-
flection angles, this exclusion relies on the comfortable
assumption that protons are deflected of  30� above
80EeV. Our 95% C. L. on the exclusion directly results
from the allowed ns region (for a given deflection angle)
quoted by Pierre Auger Collaboration (2013). We stress
that because our exclusion statements are directly re-
lated to the deflection angle, they are not subject to the
large uncertainties and subtle details of magnetic field
measurements. The luminosity limit is a theoretical pre-
requisite and does not have a C. L. attached.
The K-band LF from the 2MRS survey was used as

an estimation to the bolometric LF of normal galax-
ies. If Lbol were significantly higher than LK�band
(which is possible for some subset of the galaxy popu-
lation, especially those with strong star formation ac-
tivities), our conclusion would still be valid with rea-
sonably smaller deflection angles. Notice that the pop-
ulation of sources dominating a K-band survey sample
above L ⇠ 1045 erg/s are known to be mostly passively-
evolving, early-type galaxies, located at the center of
galaxy clusters (e.g., Bonne et al. 2015). In spite of their
energy budget, their quiescence and the absence of asso-
ciated high-energy emission makes them very di�cult to
reconcile with the production of UHECRs.
The exclusion of steady proton sources could appear

even stronger if the boxes were compared to the LFs of
radio galaxies and blazars, from which high-energy emis-
sion has been detected, and the constraints on the deflec-
tion angles would be much relaxed. We recall that the
bounds on the source number density reported in Fig-
ure 1 are the conservative values quoted by Pierre Auger
Collaboration (2013) for an uniform source distribution.
The constraints on ns would be ⇠ 3� 10 times better if
considering the inhomogeneous distribution of the local
structures. This e↵ect is however absorbed by the un-
certainties due to the energy calibration of the observed
cosmic rays, that leads to uncertainties of the same order
(Pierre Auger Collaboration 2013). The major unknown
remains however the relationship between the bolometric
and the magnetic luminosities of the source. If the latter
dominates significantly (and if this property is shared by
a large fraction of sources within a given population), the
LFs would have to be shifted to the right for an accurate
comparison with the proton steady source box.
Our conclusions concern the dominant sources of UHE-

CRs and does not exclude the existence of a steady source
contributing to the observed spectrum at a minor rate,
that would not a↵ect the anisotropy analysis of Pierre
Auger Collaboration (2013).
If one alleviates the primary proton assumption, lower

luminosity sources would pass the cut (Eq. 1), enlarging
the allowed parameter space to the left in Fig. 1. As
for the source number density, Pierre Auger Collabora-
tion (2013) comments that, although their analysis was
performed using protons, the propagation of iron nuclei
leads to similar results (for given deflection angles) be-
cause the energy loss rates due to photo-disintegration
of iron nuclei on cosmic backgrounds are comparable to
those of protons. The deflections being stronger for iron
than for protons, one expects steady sources of heavy
nuclei primaries to be comfortably allowed as UHECR
producers.
Due to severe energy losses via photo-hadronic inter-

actions with the cosmic photons, above ⇠ 60EeV, only
protons and iron-like heavy elements can survive prop-
agation over distances larger than ⇠ 50Mpc (see, e.g.,
Fig. 3 of Kotera & Olinto 2011). Intermediate mass pri-
mary nuclei can reach the Earth only if produced very
nearby (for carbon-nitrogen-oxygen nuclei, 90% should
come from distances  40 Mpc, and 50% from  20 Mpc.
For helium nuclei, almost 100% should come from  12
Mpc). Considering that the mass distribution is highly
structured in the very nearby universe, tighter bounds
on the source number density are expected for interme-
diate nuclei, leading to a similar exclusion in spite of the
relaxed luminosity bound.
Hence, the highest-energy cosmic rays are either iron-

like heavy nuclei produced in steady sources, or gener-
ated in transient sources.
It is currently di�cult to discriminate between the

remaining three scenarios. Anisotropy studies with
increased statistics from next-generation UHECR
observatories should be able to constrain steady
source populations, even for heavy nuclei composition
(Rouillé d’Orfeuil et al. 2014; Oikonomou et al. 2015).
Anisotropy signatures expected from transient source
scenarios are less straightforward to interpret than for
steady candidates due to the time delay caused by
magnetic deflections. Many studies can be found on the
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thus be viewed as highly reasonable, and  30� is
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The requirements for the production of cosmic ray pro-
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and number density are tight enough to exclude steady
candidate sources. Because the observational constraints
on the source number density depend on the particle de-
flection angles, this exclusion relies on the comfortable
assumption that protons are deflected of  30� above
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lation, especially those with strong star formation ac-
tivities), our conclusion would still be valid with rea-
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tion (2013) comments that, although their analysis was
performed using protons, the propagation of iron nuclei
leads to similar results (for given deflection angles) be-
cause the energy loss rates due to photo-disintegration
of iron nuclei on cosmic backgrounds are comparable to
those of protons. The deflections being stronger for iron
than for protons, one expects steady sources of heavy
nuclei primaries to be comfortably allowed as UHECR
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Due to severe energy losses via photo-hadronic inter-

actions with the cosmic photons, above ⇠ 60EeV, only
protons and iron-like heavy elements can survive prop-
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Galactic and Intergalactic magnetic fields
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Figure 13. Comparison of deflection angles of UHECRs with rigidity E/eZ = 10 EV predicted by two pub-
lished models of the GMF: Pshirkov et al. [200] and Jansson & Farrar (JF12) [71]. Image credit: S. Mollarach
and E. Roulet [145].

based on extinction measurements [236, 237], and on spectroscopy of di↵use interstellar bands [238],
are already available.

4.4.4 Polarised dust emission
The same elongated dust particles that selectively absorb optical and near-infrared starlight, re-emit
the absorbed polarised light in the far-infrared and sub-millimetre regimes. Therefore, the expected
polarised emission from the chosen 3D dust model can be calculated and compared to observed all-
sky maps of dust emission at various wavelengths from Planck [55]. These maps provide sensitive,
full-sky observations of the total and polarised emission up to 353 GHz. Again, fully exploiting these
data requires an accurate 3D model of the dust grain distribution. The observed asymmetry between E
and B mode polarisation and their correlation with the total dust intensity [174, 175] provide specific
constraints and challenges to the GMF modelling.

4.4.5 Ultra-high energy cosmic ray deflections
UHECRs can act as test particles to probe the 3D GMF structure in a unique way: unlike many other
tracers, they probe the orientation of the transverse field component, and their total deflection is not
simply a line-of-sight integral. This uniqueness becomes clear when looking at the inconsistency in
the predictions for systematic UHECR deflections by di↵erent parametrisations for the GMF, which
are both optimised at standard GMF tracers (Fig. 13, see also [239]). Including UHECRs in the GMF
likelihood would require connecting various UHECR anisotropy predictions outside the Galaxy with
the observed arrival direction distribution at Earth, and promising techniques to do this e�ciently
have been developed [240]. Considering information on the particle rigidity for each air shower
would increase the discriminatory power of the likelihood, and experimental developments give hope
to have detailed information on Xmax soon available for a large number of air showers [241].

UHECR deflections in magnetic fields inside and outside of the Galaxy can be calculated by
numerical codes like CRPropa 3 [242], which can take any given GMF and EGMF structure as a
3D grid. To probe the GMF structure, UHECRs with moderate deflection angles ⇠10� will be most
useful, provided that the original anisotropy is significant on intermediate scales. First hints in this
direction have been delivered from anisotropy analysis at the highest measured energies [154, 156],
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Figure 13. Comparison of deflection angles of UHECRs with rigidity E/eZ = 10 EV predicted by two pub-
lished models of the GMF: Pshirkov et al. [200] and Jansson & Farrar (JF12) [71]. Image credit: S. Mollarach
and E. Roulet [145].
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constraints and challenges to the GMF modelling.
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likelihood would require connecting various UHECR anisotropy predictions outside the Galaxy with
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numerical codes like CRPropa 3 [242], which can take any given GMF and EGMF structure as a
3D grid. To probe the GMF structure, UHECRs with moderate deflection angles ⇠10� will be most
useful, provided that the original anisotropy is significant on intermediate scales. First hints in this
direction have been delivered from anisotropy analysis at the highest measured energies [154, 156],
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FIG. 2: Galactocentric anisotropy for a source distribution
that traces the stellar counts in MW, modeled by random
generation of 103 bursts separated by time intervals of 105yr.
The model parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. Although
the anisotropy in protons is large at high energies, their con-
tribution to the total flux is small, so the total anisotropy
< 10%, consistent with the observations. The latest GRBs
do not introduce a large degree of anisotropy, as it would be
in the case of UHE protons, but they can create “hot spots”
and clusters of events.

is a sphere with radius RG ∼ 100 kpc and that all the
sources are at the Galactic Center, so that the problem
is spherically symmetric: Qi(E, r⃗, t) = δ(r⃗)Q0(E0/E)γ ,
ni(E, r⃗, t) = ni(E, r). This is admittedly a simplified
model, and we will replace it with a more realistic model
below. Neglecting the energy losses inside the Galaxy,
one obtains the solution of Eq. (2) with a boundary con-
dition corresponding to a diminishing flux outside the
Galaxy:

ni(E, r) =
Q0

4πrDi(E)

!

E0

E

"γ

. (9)

This solution corresponds to energy-dependent compo-
sition for E > E0. Indeed, at critical energy E0,i, which
is different for each nucleus, the solution (9) changes
from ∝ E−γ−δ1 to ∝ E−γ−2+δ2 because of the change in
Di(E). Since the change occurs at a rigidity-dependent
critical energy E0,i = eE0Zi, the larger nuclei lag behind
the lighter nuclei in terms of the critical energy and the
change in slope. If protons dominate for E < E0, their
flux drops dramatically for E > E0, and the heavier nu-
clei dominate the flux. The higher Zi, the higher is the
energy at which the species experiences a drop in flux.
One can also understand the change in composition

by considering the time of diffusion across the halo is
ti ∼ R2/Di. The longer the particle remains in the halo,
the higher is the probability of its detection. At higher
energies, the magnetic field’s ability to delay the pas-
sage of the particle diminishes, and the density of such
particles drops precipitously for E > E0,i. Since Ei is
proportional to the electric charge, the drop in the flux
occurs at different energies for different species.

Of course, the assumption that all the sources are lo-
cated in the Galactic center may not be realistic. If past
GRBs in the Milky Way are the sources, one can model
their distribution in different ways: one can assume (i)
that all GRBs happen in the Galactic Center, or (ii) that
GRB distribution follows the distribution of stars in MW,
or (iii) one can include the short GRB distribution, which
is expected to extend more into the halo.
In Fig. 1 we show the spectrum calculated numerically

for the source distribution (ii), which we model using the
star counts from Ref. [18]. Some 103 GRBs separated by
time intervals of 105 years were generated in each Monte
Carlo simulation, and the parameters were chosen to fit
the data. We have assumed a two-component composi-
tion with protons and iron nuclei. The best fit for γ = 2.3
is obtained for 90% protons and 10% iron, and ≈ 4µG
magnetic field coherent on 0.2 kpc scale. For the case of
short GRBs (iii), the distribution of sources can be ob-
tained from observations [19]. The spectra obtained in
this case are similar to those shown in Fig. 1.
It is intriguing that the change from proton to iron in

Fig. 1 is consistent with the dip in the spectrum that is
usually attributed to either pair production or the change
from Galactic to extragalactic component [20, 21]. How-
ever, one should not consider the fit in Fig. 1 more than
an illustration of the general principle. One must include
multiple species of nuclei and the extragalactic protons,
and one must model the propagation of UHECRs more
carefully to compare the predictions with the data [1]
quantitatively.
The data do not show a significant Galactocentric

anisotropy in the arrival directions of UHECRs (although
some clusters reported by PAO tend to gravitate toward
the Galactic plane). For nuclei, however, one does not
expect much anisotropy even if the sources are Galac-
tic. We define the anisotropy parameter δ(E) in terms
of maximal and minimal fluxes Jmin(E) and Jmax(E),
depending on the arrival directions. In the diffusion ap-
proximation,

δ(E) ≡
Jmax − Jmin

Jmax + Jmin
= 3D(E)

∂

∂r
ln
#

i

ni(E, r). (10)

Obviously, model (i), assuming that all the sources are
in the Galactic Center, predicts the largest anisotropy,
hence setting the upper bound on δ. We find δ < 0.1 for
E < 3× 1019 eV.
For model (ii), which assumes that the source dis-

tribution follows the stellar distribution, the anisotropy
can be computed numerically. We have calculated the
anisotropy parameter by generating 103 GRBs occurring
once every 105 years. The results are shown in Fig. 2
for the same parameters as in Fig. 1. The anisotropy for
model (iii) is even smaller.
While the average flux includes contributions of GRBs

form different distances and different times, the latest
nearby GRBs can create fluctuations. A cluster of several
UHECRs around Cen A detected by PAO may be the
result of such a fluctuation due to one GRB that happens

esp. for light mass 
composition @ 8 EeV

Galactic or extragalactic?
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Figure 3: Map showing the fluxes of particles in Galactic coordinates. Sky map in Galactic co-
ordinates showing the cosmic-ray flux for E � 8 EeV smoothed with a 45� top-hat function. The
Galactic center is at the origin. The cross indicates the measured dipole direction; the contours
denote the 68% and 95% confidence-level regions. The dipole in the 2MRS galaxy distribution is
indicated. Arrows show the deflections expected for a particular model of the Galactic magnetic
field [8] on particles with E/Z = 5 EeV or 2 EeV.

average values for Z ⇠ 1.7 to 5 at 10 EeV, these represent typical values of E/Z for the cosmic
rays contributing to the observed dipole. The agreement between the directions of the dipoles
is improved by adopting these assumptions about the charge composition and the deflections
in the Galactic magnetic field. For these directions, the deflections within the Galaxy will also
lead to a lowering of the amplitude of the dipole to about 90% and 70% of the original value, for
E/Z = 5 EeV and 2 EeV, respectively. The lower amplitude in the 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV bin might
also be the result of stronger magnetic deflections at lower energies.

Our findings constitute the observation of an anisotropy in the arrival direction of cosmic rays
with energies above 8 EeV. The anisotropy can be well represented by a dipole with an amplitude
of 6.5+1.3

�0.9% in the direction of right ascension ad = 100 ± 10� and declination dd = �24+12
�13

�
. By

comparing our results with phenomenological predictions, we find that the magnitude and di-
rection of the anisotropy support the hypothesis of an extragalactic origin for the highest-energy
cosmic rays, rather than sources within the Galaxy.
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Figure 6. The magnitude of the dipole as a function of the energy threshold
Emin for the three injection models and two GMF models we considered.
The points labelled ‘Auger + TA 2015’ and ‘Auger 2017’ show the dipole
magnitude reported in Deligny (2015) and Taborda (2017), respectively.
The dotted lines show the 99.9 per cent C.L. detection thresholds using the
current and near-future Auger and TA exposures (see the text for details).

Figure 7. The magnitude of the dipole as a function of the energy threshold
Emin (same notation as in Fig. 6). The point labelled ‘Auger + TA 2014’ is
the quadrupole magnitude computed from the a2m coefficients reported in
Aab et al. (2014).

Explicitly, retaining only the dipole (l = 1) and quadrupole
(l = 2) contributions, the flux !(n̂) can be written as

!(n̂) = !0(1 + d · n̂ + n̂ · Qn̂ + · · ·),

where the average flux is !0 = a00/
√

4π (!0 = 1/4π if we use the
normalization

!
4π !(n̂) d" = 1), the dipole d is a vector with three

independent components, which are linear combinations of a1m/a00,
and the quadrupole Q is a rank-2 traceless symmetric tensor (i.e.
its eigenvalues λ+, λ0, λ− sum to 0 and its eigenvectors q̂+, q̂0 , q̂−
are orthogonal) with five independent components, which are linear
combinations of a2m/a00. The rotationally invariant combinations
|d| = 3

√
C1/C0 and

"
λ2

+ + λ2
− + λ2

0 = 5
√

3C2/2C0 characterize
the magnitude of the corresponding relative flux variations over the
sphere. The dipole and quadrupole moments quantify anisotropies
at scales ∼180◦ and ∼90◦ respectively, and are therefore relatively
insensitive to magnetic deflections except at the lowest energies.

In Figs 6 and 7, we present the energy dependence of the dipole
amplitude |d| and the quadrupole amplitude (λ2

+ + λ2
− + λ2

0)1/2 re-
spectively in the various scenarios we considered. The first thing we
point out is that, whereas there are some differences between predic-

tions using the two different GMF models with the same injection
model, they are not so large as to impede a meaningful interpre-
tation of the results in spite of the GMF uncertainties. Conversely,
the results from the three injection models do differ significantly,
with heavier compositions resulting in larger dipole and quadrupole
moments for high energy thresholds (due to the shorter propaga-
tion horizon) but smaller ones for lower thresholds (due to larger
magnetic deflections).

Increasing the energy threshold, the expected dipole and
quadrupole strengths increase, but at the same time the amount of
statistics available decreases due to the steeply falling energy spec-
trum, making it non-obvious whether the overall effect is to make the
detection of the dipole and quadrupole easier with higher or lower
Emin. To answer this question, we have calculated the 99.9 per cent
C.L. detection thresholds, i.e. the multipole amplitudes such that
larger values would be measured in less than 0.1 per cent of ran-
dom realizations in case of an isotropic UHECR flux. The detection
thresholds scale like ∝ 1/

√
N with the number of events N. Since

below the observed cutoff (∼40 EeV) the integral spectrum at Earth
N (≥ Emin) is close to a power law ∝ E−2

min, the detection threshold is
roughly proportional to Emin. At higher energies, the experimental
sensitivity degrades faster as the result of the cutoff.

In order to compute the detection thresholds, we assumed the
energy spectrum measured by Auger (Fenu 2017) and (i) the sum
of the exposures used in the most recent Auger (Giaccari 2017) and
TA (Nonaka 2017) analyses (lines labelled ‘2017’); (ii) the sum of
the exposures expected if another 3 yr of data are collected with
3000 km2 effective area by each observatory, as planned following
the fourfold expansion of TA (Sagawa 2015) (lines labelled ‘2020’).
The sensitivity is less than what it would be if we had uniform ex-
posure over the full sky, as the actual exposure is currently much
larger in the Southern than in the Northern hemisphere. Also, we ne-
glected the systematic uncertainty due to the different energy scales
of the two experiments, which mainly affects the z-component of
the dipole. We find that the dipole and quadrupole strengths in-
crease with the energy threshold faster than the statistical sensitiv-
ity degrades in the case of a heavy composition but slower in the
case of a medium or light composition, making higher thresholds
more advantageous in the former case, and lower thresholds in the
latter.

At the highest energies (where there cannot be large amounts of
intermediate-mass nuclei, due to photodisintegration), a heavy com-
position would result in a dipole and especially quadrupole moment
large enough to be detected in the very near future; failure to do so
would be strongly indicative of a proton-dominated composition at
those energies.

At intermediate energies (Emin ∼ 30 EeV), the dipole and
quadrupole are guaranteed to be above the near-future detection
threshold regardless of the mass composition. Unfortunately the
model predictions do not vary dramatically at these energies, so
while a lack of dipole or quadrupole would imply that some of
our assumptions must be wrong, a successful detection will not be
particularly useful in discriminating between the various injection
scenarios.

At even lower energy thresholds, the sensitivity of the dipole
and quadrupole moment to the UHECR mass composition is again
stronger; in particular, the combined Auger and TA data set (Aab
et al. 2014) is already able to disfavour a pure proton compo-
sition, as it would result in a much stronger quadrupole mo-
ment than observed, as shown by the corresponding data point
in Fig. 7. We also show the dipole magnitudes reported by TA and
Auger for Emin = 10 EeV (Deligny 2015) and by Auger only for

MNRAS 476, 715–723 (2018)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/476/1/715/4835522
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Figure 1. TS scan over the threshold energy for SBGs and AGNs (Left) and Swift-BAT and 2MRS sources (Right), including
attenuation (light-dashed lines) or not (darker-solid lines).

et al. 2016). We also consider two other scenarios match-
ing the data reasonably well: EPOS-LHC with � = 2 (B) and
Sibyll 2.1 with � = -1.5 (C). These scenarios differ in the
composition and maximum rigidities attainable at the sources.
For each scenario and a chosen energy threshold, we evaluate
the flux attenuation factor due to propagation for each source
and correct its expected UHECR flux accordingly.

The two extragalactic gamma-ray populations under study
and the relative weight of each source are provided in Table 2.
The relative contributions accounting for the directional expo-
sure of the Observatory are shown in the last column. Because
SBGs are mostly nearby, attenuation from them is much less
important than from the more distant blazars in the �AGN
sample. Taking into account attenuation, ⇠90% of the ac-
cumulated flux from SBGs emerges from a ⇠10Mpc-radius
region, while the radius goes up to ⇠150Mpc for �AGNs.
For both the 2MRS and Swift-BAT flux-limited samples, the
90% radius is ⇠70Mpc.

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1. Maximum-likelihood analysis

We build the UHECR sky model as the sum of an isotropic
component plus the anisotropic contribution from the sources.
For the anisotropic component, each source is modeled as a
Fisher distribution (Fisher 1953), the equivalent of a Gaussian
on the sphere. Its distribution is centered on the coordinates of
the source, the integral being set by its flux attenuated above
the chosen energy threshold, and the angular width – or search
radius3 – being a free parameter common to all sources. No
shift of the centroid position is considered, avoiding depen-
dence on any particular model of the Galactic magnetic field
in this exploratory study. After mixing the anisotropic map
with a variable fraction of isotropy, as in Abreu et al. (2010),
the model map is multiplied by the directional exposure of the
array and its integral is normalized to the number of events.

3 Inverse square root of Fisher’s concentration parameter.

The model map thus depends on two variables aimed at max-
imizing the degree of correlation with UHECR events: the
fraction of all events due to the sources (anisotropic fraction)
and the RMS angular separation between an event and its
source (search radius) in the anisotropic fraction.

We perform an unbinned maximum-likelihood analysis,
where the likelihood (L) is the product over the UHECR
events of the model density in the UHECR direction. The test
statistic (TS) for deviation from isotropy is the likelihood ratio
test between two nested hypotheses: the UHECR sky model
and an isotropic model (null hypothesis). The TS is maxi-
mized as a function of two parameters: the search radius and
the anisotropic fraction. We repeat the analysis for a sequence
of energy thresholds.

For a given energy threshold, we confirmed with simula-
tions that the TS for isotropy follows a �2 distribution with
two degrees of freedom, as expected (Wilks 1938), directly
accounting for the fit of two parameters of the model. As in
Aab et al. (2015b), we penalize the minimum p-value for a
scan in threshold energy, by steps of 1EeV up to 80EeV, esti-
mating the penalty factor with Monte-Carlo simulations. The
p-values are converted into significances assuming 1-sided
Gaussian distributions.

4.2. Single population against isotropy

Previous anisotropy studies (e.g. Aab et al. 2015b) have
considered a scan in energy threshold starting at 40EeV,
where the observed flux reaches half the value expected from
lower-energy extrapolations, but as shown in Fig. 1, there is
a maximum in the significance close to this starting point.
Therefore we have evaluated the TS down to 20EeV.

The TS is maximum for SBGs above 39EeV (894 events),
with or without attenuation. For �AGNs, the TS is maximum
above 60EeV (177 events) after accounting for attenuation.
As shown in Fig. 1, left, attenuation mildly impacts SBGs
which are nearby: we obtain TS=24.9/25.5/25.7 for scenar-
ios A/B/C, respectively. The impact is more pronounced for

> 5000 events above 20 EeV 
starburst model fits the data better than the hypothesis 

of isotropy with a stat. significance of 4.0σ 

Auger reports anisotropy compatible 
with starburst galaxy distribution 

Auger Coll. arXiv:1801.06160
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Fig. 14 Left panel: comparison between the TA and Auger combined spectra presented

at the 34rd International Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC 2015) [28, 29]. The TA spectrum

is shown in the energy range where Auger data are available. The ratio of the Auger flux to

the TA flux versus energy is plotted in the right panel.

ankle presented in Table 4 and 5 can be compared directly. As expected, they are in good

agreement. In the region of the cut-o↵, on the other hand, the comparison is more di�cult,

since the parameters that define the two functional forms have di↵erent meanings. However,

an unambiguous comparison can be made using the parameter suggested in [6] that defines

the position of the observed cuto↵. This is the energy E1/2, at which the integral spectrum

drops by a factor of two below that which would be expected in the absence of the cuto↵.

E1/2 has been calculated by both collaborations. For TA, E1/2 = 60 ± 7 EeV (statistical

error only) [28] and for Auger, E1/2 = 24.7 ± 0.1+8.2
�3.4 EeV [29] (statistical and systematic

error). The two values of E1/2 are significantly di↵erent, even after taking into account the

systematic uncertainties in the energy scales of the two experiments.

The di↵erence between the TA and Auger spectra in the region of the cut-o↵ is very

intriguing. Because the TA experiment is in the Northern hemisphere and Auger is in the

Southern hemisphere and the two experiments look at di↵erent parts of the sky, this could

be a signature of anisotropy of the arrival directions of the ultra-high energy cosmic rays.

Moreover the highest energies are the most promising for the identification of the sources

of cosmic rays since the deflections of the trajectories of the primaries in the galactic and

extra-galactic magnetic fields are minimized. However the measurement of the spectrum at

the cut-o↵ is a↵ected by large uncertainties. In addition to the poor statistics, the analysis

is complicated by the steepness of the flux: large spectral index amplifies the uncertainty of

the energy scale and it increases the unfolding corrections required to take into account the

bin-to-bin migrations due to the finite energy resolution. A continuous and increasing e↵ort

is being made by the two collaborations at establishing a better control of these e↵ects and

evaluation of the systematic uncertainties.

5 Discussion

The TA and Auger collaborations have developed analyses to constrain the astrophysical

models using measurements of the energy spectrum. Observed features in the UHECR spec-

trum can reveal astrophysical mechanisms of production and propagation of the UHECRs.
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Fig. 7.— Arrival directions of Auger events (red points in the South hemisphere) and Telescope Array ones
(black crosses in the Northern hemisphere) above 1019 eV in equatorial coordinates, using a Mollweide
projection.
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showers. The upper four panels show the best-fit mass fractions and the goodness of fit is displayed in the
lowest panel. Thick error bars denote the statistical uncertainties, thin error bars the systematic ones.

tistical and systematic uncertainty of 2% and � 9% respectively. For comparison, a recent attempt
to estimate the light-mass fraction from Xmax was based on 118 events only [29]. The mass frac-
tions presented here complement the findings of the KASCADE-Grande Coll. which reported a
“knee” in the flux of the iron component at 1016.9 eV and an “ankle” of the light component at
1017.1 eV [30, 31]. It can be concluded that the new results from the Pierre Auger Observatory on
the mass composition at low energies give important experimental constraints to the modeling of
a possible transition from a heavy Galactic to a light extragalactic cosmic-ray component between
1017 and 1018 eV.

We end this section with the usual caveats about the model dependence of the interpretation of
air-shower observables in terms of mass. The mass fractions derived from the Xmax distribution are
very sensitive to details of the modeling of hadronic interactions in air showers and the differences
between mass fraction derived using the three “post-LHC” models do not necessarily bracket the
actual uncertainty on the fractions. However, barring an onset of new physics in hadronic interac-
tions at 1018.3 eV, the energy evolution of �Xmax� and �(Xmax) are robust indicators of a gradual
increase of the average nuclear mass of cosmic rays with energy. Further model-independent evi-
dence for a mixed mass composition around the ankle was found in a study of correlations between
Xmax and the shower size measured with the SD [32].

4. Interpretation of Mass Composition and Spectrum

For a possible astrophysical interpretation of our results on the mass composition and energy
spectrum, we considered a scenario in which the sources of UHECRs are of extragalactic origin
and accelerate nuclei in electromagnetic processes with a rigidity-dependent maximum energy,
Emax(Z) = Emax(p)/Z, where Z denotes the charge and Emax(p) is the maximum energy for protons.
In a previous study [33] we reported that within this scenario a good description of the shape of

7

Figure 9. Relative abundance of four mass groups as function of energy in cosmic rays as measured by the
Pierre Auger Observatory. The upper four panels show the best-fit mass fractions and the goodness of fit is
displayed in the lowest panel. Thick error bars denote the statistical uncertainties, thin error bars the systematic
ones. Image credit: Pierre Auger Collaboration [157].

scale extragalactic structure and distribution of UHECR sources and magnetic fields. This would not
only make crucial progress in identifying UHECR sources possible, but also allow us to constrain
extragalactic magnetic fields (EGMFs) by deducing the residual extragalactic contribution to mag-
netic deflection once the Galactic contribution has been subtracted. Comparing this with constrained
EGMF simulations (e.g., [166] and Fig. 10) will contribute to the understanding of the astrophys-
ical processes relevant for MHD at large cosmological scales, such as large-scale dynamo processes
and the development of MHD turbulence at galaxy cluster scales and beyond. At present, many of
such EGMF simulations exist (e.g., [166–171]), varying largely in their predictions for magnetic field
strengths on various scales and e↵ects on UHECR propagation [172].

3.4 Extragalactic backgrounds

3.4.1 Cosmic microwave background
Studies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and its anisotropies have ushered in a new,
high-precision era for modern cosmology. Whether alone or combined with other cosmological
probes, measurements of the CMB total intensity anisotropies have established the current cosmolo-
gical model, setting the stage for further, more profound investigations with direct implications not
only for cosmology but also for fundamental physics. Today, the search for primordial gravitational
waves from the inflationary phase of the expanding Universe is the paramount goal of CMB experi-
ments. The signal imprinted on the polarised CMB, the so-called primordial B-modes3, are directly

3Cosmologists decompose the polarised emission into E (gradient-like) and B (curl-like) modes (e.g., [173]). These
correspond to signals of distinct physical origin within the polarisation of the CMB.
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Information from UHECR spectra and composition
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Xmax distribution ~ki = (ki1, ki2, ...) is given by a multinomial distribution, which reads:219

LXmax =
Y

i

ni!
Y

x

1

kix!
(Gmodel

ix )kix , (4.3)

where Gmodel

ix is the probability to observe an event in the Xmax bin x.220

5 Results of the fit221

Using the procedure described in Sec. 4 we have performed a fit of the spectrum and com-222

position measured by Auger, following Ref. [24]. In this section we will use the quantity223 p
D �Dmin as a proxy for the standard deviation.224

First, we check our implementation of the fit procedure by comparing our results with225

Ref. [24]. In the limit of no source evolution (m = 0) we obtain the following best-fit pa-226

rameters: ↵ = �1.0, log(Rmax/V ) = 18.2, fp = 0.6726, fHe = 0.3135, fN = 0.0133, and227

fSi = 0.0006. These numbers are in agreement with the results by the Pierre Auger Collabo-228

ration for the corresponding scenario, which are: ↵ = �1.03+0.35
�0.30, log(Rmax/V ) = 18.21+0.05

�0.04,229

fp = 0.68, fHe = 0.31, fN = 0.01, and fSi = 0.0006.230

We now fix the source evolution in order to obtain the best-fit spectral index (↵) and231

maximal rigidity (Rmax). This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the cases of m = �3, m = 0,232

m = +1.5, SFR, GRB, and AGN.233

Figure 1 also suggests a trend that if source evolution is accounted for in the fit, then234

the spectral index tends to become increasingly larger. To study this dependence, we have235

compiled all pairs (m,Rmax) that minimise
p
D �Dmin for a particular choice of ↵; this is236

shown in Fig. 2, left panel. Similarly, one can assume a fixed value for m to obtain the values237

of (↵, Rmax) that minimise the deviances, as shown in right panel of Fig. 2, right panel.238

Our best-fit results are summarised in Table 1 for the complete analysis, as well as the239

specific cases of AGN, SFR, and GRB source evolutions. By computing the pseudo standard240

deviation,
p
D �Dmin, we infer confidence intervals wherein the best-fit parameters ↵, Rmax,241

and m would lie; this is shown in Table 2.242

The choice of the pseudo standard deviation as an estimator is justfied within the fre-243

quentist approach we adopted. This follows Ref. [62]. Our confidence intervals should be244

understood as the regions centred around the maximum likelihood estimator, limited by the245

curves corresponding to the desired percentile of a �2-distribution with one degree of freedom.246

Because this is a multidimensional problem, the confidence regions need not be symmetric247

with respect to the corresponding best-fit parameters.248

Table 1. Best-fit parameters for specific spectral indices.
m ↵ log(Rmax/V) fp fHe fN fSi fFe D

-1.5 +1.00 18.7 0.0003 0.0002 0.8867 0.1128 0.0000 1.46
SFR +0.80 18.6 0.0764 0.1802 0.6652 0.0781 0.0001 1.63
AGN +0.80 18.6 0.1687 0.1488 0.6116 0.0709 0.0000 1.59
GRB +0.80 18.6 0.1362 0.1842 0.6059 0.0738 0.0000 1.60

Fig. 2 is instructive to constrain source models using the combined fit. In particular,249

for the most common spectral indices found in the literature (1 . ↵ . 2.2), scenarios with250

positive source evolution (m > 0) are strongly disfavoured. This confirms the results from251

– 6 –

Table 2. Best-fit parameters for specific spectral indices.
C.L. D parameter range
90% < 2.71 �4.0  m  �1.4 +0.8  ↵  +1.2 18.6  log(Rmax/V)  18.7
95% < 3.84 �5.1  m  +1.7 �1.2  ↵  +1.2 18.2  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
99% < 6.63 �5.3  m  +3.3 �1.5  ↵  +1.6 18.1  log(Rmax/V)  18.8
90% < 2.71 SFR +0.7  ↵  +0.9 18.6  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
95% < 3.84 SFR �1.3  ↵  +0.9 18.2  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
99% < 6.63 SFR �1.5  ↵  +1.2 18.1  log(Rmax/V)  18.7
90% < 2.71 AGN +0.8  ↵  +1.1 18.6  log(Rmax/V)  18.7
95% < 3.84 AGN +0.5  ↵  +0.9 18.5  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
99% < 6.63 AGN �0.4  ↵  +1.2 18.3  log(Rmax/V)  18.7
90% < 2.71 GRB +0.8  ↵  +0.9 18.6  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
95% < 3.84 GRB +0.2  ↵  +1.0 18.4  log(Rmax/V)  18.6
99% < 6.63 GRB �0.9  ↵  +1.2 18.2  log(Rmax/V)  18.7
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Figure 2. Best-fit values at 99% confidence level for the maximal rigidity as a function of the source
evolution for different spectral indices (left), and as function of the spectral index for different source
evolutions (right panel). For reference, marker sizes are plotted with radii inversely proportional to
the deviance of the corresponding scenarios.

and a coarser spacing in m could compromise the reliability of our predictions from Secs. 6261

and 7.262

The scenarios AGN, SFR, and GRB scenarios lead to almost as good deviances as the263

(1 + z)m evolution, as indicated in Tab. 1. Note that the best fit for these scenarios result264

in ↵ ' 0.5 � 1.0, suggesting that hard spectra may, after all, not be needed. Although265

the emissivity evolutions in these scenarios are positive up to a given redshift (see Eqs. 3.2266

and 3.3), the curves reach a region of slow increase and turnover after some redshift; this267

behaviour may result in a net behaviour cancels out the positive evolution for low redshifts,268

thus explaining why the best fit in these scenarios do not differ from the (1 + z)m case269

significantly.270

The spectrum, and the first two statistical moments of the Xmax distribution are shown271

in Fig. 3 for the (1 + z)m evolution.272

A similar study has been recently performed by the authors of Ref. [65]. They use273

bayesian methods to fit the UHECR spectrum considering a few specific source evolution274

models, obtaining a best fit for ↵ = 1.86 and log(Rmax/V ) = 18.3, as well as a proton fraction275

– 8 –

• if emissivity evolution free parameter —>  best fit m = −1.5 

• Negative source evolution:  
- e.g., tidal disruption events  
- cosmic variance local dominant of sources 

• very hard spectral indices difficult to reconcile with most 
particle acceleration models. α>~1 favored in theory.

favor 
low (negative) m 
hard spectral index 
low rigidity

phenomenologically 
reasonable models with 

good deviances
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spectral index 
flux of secondary 

protons 
E-α

UHECR flux 
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source evolution 
history
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The maximum accessible energy further depends on many details of the acceleration re-

gion but can be estimated by comparing the acceleration time, tacc, the escape time of

particles from the acceleration region tesc, the lifetime of the source, tage, and the energy

loss time due to expansion and to interactions with the ambient medium, tloss (see, e.g.,

Norman et al. 1995a; Lemoine & Waxman 2009). The condition for successful acceleration

can then be written tacc . tesc, tage, tloss. The escape timescale tesc = R
2
/(2D), where D is

the di↵usion coe�cient, depends on the characteristics of the transport of particles in the

ambient medium, i.e., on the magnetic field and on the turbulence features. Detailed stud-

ies of this subject can be found in, e.g., Jokipii (1966); Giacalone & Jokipii (1999); Casse

et al. (2002); Yan & Lazarian (2002); Candia & Roulet (2004); Marcowith et al. (2006).

Energy losses during acceleration are generally due to synchrotron radiation, to interac-

tions with the radiative backgrounds, or to hadronic interactions, the latter process being

mostly ine�cient in diluted astrophysical media. The timescale for energy losses through

synchrotron emission and pion production can be expressed in a generic way (Biermann &

Strittmatter 1987): trad = (6⇡m4

pc
3
/�Tm

2

e)E
�1

B
�2(1 + A)�1, where A = 240U�/UB cor-

responds to the ratio of the energy density of radiation leading to pion production U� , to

the magnetic energy density UB = B
2
/8⇡. In the central region of an AGN for example, as-

suming equipartition with the magnetic field (corresponding to the Eddington luminosity),

for E20 = E/1020 eV and BG = B/1G, trad ⇠ 105sE�1

20
B

�2

G
. This timescale has to be com-

pared to the acceleration timescale which reads (Lemoine & Waxman 2009): tacc = A tL,

where tL is the Larmor timescale and A & 1 for all types of Fermi acceleration (non, mildly,

or ultra-relativistic, 1st and 2nd order Fermi accelerations). For a non relativistic 1st order

Fermi acceleration for instance, A ⇠ g/�
2

sh and tacc ⇠ 107s g E20B
�1

G
�
�2

sh
, where the shock

velocity �sh ⌧ 1 and g ⌘ D/(rLc) & 1. Majoring this timescale with the radiative loss

timescale leads to a maximum acceleration energy in the central region of AGN of order:

Emax ⇠ 1019 eV g
�1/2

B
�1/2
G

�sh.

In the generic case of acceleration in an outflow, Lemoine & Waxman (2009) compare this

acceleration time and the dynamical time tdyn ⇠ R/�W�Wc of the outflow, to set a robust

lower bound on the luminosity that a source must possess in order to be able to accelerate

particles up to E = 1020 eVE20: L > LB ⌘ �WR
2
B

2
/2 > 1045 Z�2

E
2

20 erg s�1. The

magnetic luminosity LB of the source is written as a function of the size of the acceleration

region R in the observer frame, in motion with Lorentz factor �W (and velocity �W) and

imparted with a magnetic field of characteristic strength B. This quantity is not straight-

forward to derive: the classical determination of the field strength using the synchrotron

emission (assuming equipartition between the total energy density of non thermal particles

and of the magnetic field for example), depends notably on the hardly known ratio between

the leptonic and hadronic accelerated particles (e.g., Beck & Krause 2005). In the case of

blazars for example, Celotti & Ghisellini (2008) discuss that their jets are not magnetically

dominated and that Farano↵-Riley I (FRI) radio galaxies, TeV blazars, and BL Lac objects

only possess magnetic luminosities of order 1042�44 erg s�1.

It should be noted that the escape of particles from acceleration regions is an intricate

issue that has been scarcely discussed in detail in the literature (note however the works

of Norman et al. 1995a; Mannheim et al. 2001; Rachen 2008; Allard & Protheroe 2009).
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Learning from secondary neutrinos?a general criterion for transients

C. Guépin, K. Kotera: Can we observe neutrino flares?

Fig. 2: What is the minimal source photon flux re-
quired to enable neutrino detection with IceCube? The col-
ormap shows the minimal photon flux ��,min (in Jy and
ph cm�2 s�1) as a function of the bolometric luminosity
Lbol and the variability timescale tvar of the flaring event,
for an outflow bulk Lorentz factor � = 1, 10, 100. A neu-
trino flare can be detectable if the observed photon flux
��,obs & ��,min, above the minimal threshold energy ✏th
(red lines) for soft photon spectra, and at the observed pho-
ton break energy ✏b for hard spectra. Here ⌘B = ⌘p = 1,
but the most conservative estimate should use ⌘p = 100.
Overlayed objets as in Fig 1. Type Ibc supernovae should
be treated with care (see Section 6.2).

where we have defined the observed photon luminosity at
threshold energy Lth ⌘ L�(✏th) = Lb(✏th/✏b)2�a. The pho-
ton energy threshold for photo-pion production reads

✏th = ✏00
th

�2mpc2

(1 + z)2Ep
⇠ 103 eV �2

2
E�1

p,18(1 + z)�2 , (19)

hence t0p� depends on Ep via ✏th.
We note that Eq. (17) was obtained by assum-

ing ✏th < ✏b. However, this is not always the case
as ✏th depends on the proton energy and the bulk
Lorentz factor (Eq. 19). The condition ✏th < ✏b implies
Ep > Ep,min with Ep,min = �2✏00

th
mpc2/(1 + z)2✏b ⇠

1.8 ⇥ 109 eV �2(1 + z)2(✏b/100 MeV)�1 . For ✏th > ✏b,
t0�1

p� / (Lb/✏b)(✏th/✏b)1�b = Lth/✏th. As we have assumed
b > 1, we simply recover the soft spectrum case (a > 1) of
Eq. (18), when ✏th > ✏b.

We assume that a fraction ⌘p of the bolometric source
luminosity is channeled into a population of accelerated
protons, with a peak luminosity xp⌘pLbol, where xp  1
is a bolometric correction prefactor that depends on the
proton spectral index, peak and maximum energies. For a
transient source located at luminosity distance DL (redshift
z), a maximal achievable time-integrated neutrino flux can
then be derived from Eq. (12)

E2

⌫F⌫

��
max

=
3

8
fp�(Ep,max)

⌘pLbol

4⇡D2

L

. (20)

Indeed, if a > 1, the higher the proton energy Ep, the lower
the corresponding ✏th, and the higher the associated photon
luminosity and the efficiency fp� . If a < 1, t0p� does not
depend on Ep. Hence fp�(Ep,max) = fp� |max.

Expressing fp� ⌘ t0
dyn

/t0p� using Eqs. (5) and (18) yields
the maximal achievable neutrino flux:

E2

⌫F⌫

��
max

'
3

8

h�p�p�i

4⇡c2�2�4

⌘pLbol(1 + z)

tvar|a � 1|

⇢
��,th a > 1
��,b a < 1

⇠ 3.5 ⇥ 10�3 TeV cm�2 s�1 ��,Jy ⌘p�
�4

2
Lbol,52

⇥ t�1

var,�1
(1 + z) , (21)

where we have defined ��,x ⌘ Lx/(4⇡D2

L
✏x) with x=th or

b, the observed photon flux of the source at threshold en-
ergy ✏th and break energy ✏b respectively. Note that ��,x is
a directly measurable quantity. For the numerical estimate,
��,Jy = ��/(1 Jy), where 1 Jansky ⇠ 1.5⇥103 ph cm�2 s�1.

4.2. Minimal photon flux ��,min for neutrino detectability

Let us consider a neutrino detector of flux sensitivity sexp

and corresponding sensitivity in terms of fluence Sexp. By
equating the maximal achievable neutrino flux to the detec-
tor sensitivity in flux, E2

⌫F⌫

��
max

= sexp, we calculate the
minimal photon flux required to reach the experimental de-
tection limit:

��,min =
8

3

4⇡�2c2�4
Sexp

h�p�p�i
⌘�1

p L�1

bol
(1 + z)�1 (22)

' 2 Jy ⌘�1

p �4

2
L�1

bol,52 (1 + z)�1 .

The flux should be estimated 1) for soft photon spec-
tra (a > 1), at the minimal threshold energy (obtained
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minimal photon flux required for detection

transient source observed 
• photon flux ϕ 
• bolometric luminosity Lbol 
• time variability tvar
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• Lorentz factor 𝜞

setting all parameters to worst case scenario 
for neutrino production

experimental 
detection 

limit

baryon loading 
to be chosen  
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+ conservative)
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IC-170922A – a 290 TeV Neutrino 

IceCube, Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, AGILE, ASAS-SN, HAWC, H.E.S.S, INTEGRAL, Kapteyn, 
Kanata, Kiso, Liverpool, Subaru, Swift, VERITAS, VLA, Science 2018 

side view

125mtop view 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
nanoseconds

Signalness: 56.5% 

IC170922A:  
290 TeV neutrino

photon flux needed
for detection with GRAND

I. The GRAND science case

Class
E⌫,max

(GeV)

✏�
(eV)

⌘p ��,min

(ph cm�2 s�1)

DL,max

[zmax]

Blazar flares 1010 0.1 103 [1.2]

LL GRBs⇤ 109 0.1 103 18Mpc

TDEs 109 104 103 25Mpc

SLSNe 109 10�3 102 7.9Mpc

SNe⇤ 109 10�2 104 79 kpc

TABLE I. Conditions of detectability of neutrinos in GRAND
for di↵erent transient source classes, following Ref. [49]. The
columns show the derived maximum neutrino energy E⌫,max,
the photon flux from the source ��,min required to have an as-
sociated neutrino detection (for fixed baryon loading ⌘p = 1),
measured at energy ✏� , and the maximum distance DL,max —
or redshift zmax — from which one can expect to detect an asso-
ciated neutrino flare. ⇤In these sources, hidden radiation could
enhance the neutrino flux.

could send alerts to other experiments via a system akin to478

AMON [48]. If the array was divided into several hotspots479

scattered over the Earth (see Section III B 2), the instanta-480

neous field of view would be increased, but at the cost of a481

decrease in sensitivity to transient sources.482

Table I shows the performance of GRAND in detecting483

neutrinos from several classes of transient sources. Follow-484

ing Ref. [49], we calculate the minimum photon flux ��,min,485

at energy ✏� , that is required to reach the neutrino de-486

tection limit of GRAND. We also estimate the maximum487

accessible neutrino energy E⌫,max within the source, cal-488

culated from the maximum cosmic-ray energy, taking into489

account cosmic-ray cooling e↵ects. The parameters of the490

sources are chosen within the range allowed by the lat-491

est observations, so as to provide the most favorable de-492

tection scenario for GRAND, i.e., highest allowed E⌫,max,493

lowest allowed ��,min, bulk Lorentz factor of the outflow494

� = 10, and baryon loading ⌘p = 1. We estimate the op-495

timistic fluence sensitivity Smax of GRAND by considering496

its e↵ective area Ae↵ at a favorable zenith angle ✓ = 89�497

and energy E⌫ = 109 GeV. For three neutrino flavors,498

Smax = 3E⌫/Ae↵(✓, E⌫) ' 1.2 ⇥ 10�1 GeV cm�2 .499

GRAND could observe transient sources such as low-500

luminosity (LL) GRBs, blazar flares, tidal disruption events501

(TDEs), and superluminous supernovae (SLSNe), provided502

that they occur within the detectable distance DL,max. A503

caveat applies to LL GRBs or Type Ibc supernovae, as504

these objects could be o↵-axis GRBs or could have hosted a505

choked GRB, leading to neutrino emission without a promi-506

nent electromagnetic counterpart.507

E Fundamental neutrino physics in508

GRAND509

Astrophysical and cosmogenic neutrinos provide a chance510

to test fundamental physics in new regimes, on account of511

their being unparalleled in two key aspects:512

The highest energies: PeV–EeV neutrinos can test par-513

ticle interactions at energies far beyond the reach of514

man-made neutrinos. Many new-physics e↵ects are515

expected to grow with energy, so PeV–EeV neutrinos516

could probe new physics at these scales.517

The longest baselines: With baselines between Mpc and518

a few Gpc — the size of the observable Universe —519

even tiny new-physics e↵ects could accumulate during520

propagation and reach detectable levels.521

Below, we show that GRAND could test fundamental neu-522

trino physics via several observables.523

Neutrinos have historically been a source of physics be-524

yond the Standard Model. A fundamental di�culty is that,525

since features due to new physics are expected to be sub-526

dominant, they would likely become evident only after suf-527

ficient data has been collected for the dominant, standard528

features to have been identified. New physics could a↵ect529

neutrinos at production, propagation, or detection. In gen-530

eral, it would be di�cult to attribute observed deviations531

to any one of these stages, especially with limited data.532

Numerous new-physics models have e↵ects whose intensi-533

ties are proportional to some power of the neutrino energy534

E and to the source-detector baseline L, i.e., ⇠ nEnL,535

where the energy dependence n and the proportionality536

constant n are model-dependent. For instance, for neu-537

trino decay, n = �1; for CPT-odd Lorentz violation or cou-538

pling to a torsion field, n = 0; and for CPT-even Lorentz539

violation or violation of the equivalence principle, n = 1.540

If GRAND were to detect neutrinos of energy E com-541

ing from sources located at a distance L then, nominally,542

it could probe new physics with exquisite sensitivities of543

n ⇠ 4 · 10�50(E/EeV)�n(L/Gpc)�1 EeV1�n. This is an544

enormous improvement over current limits of 0 . 10�32
545

EeV and 1 . 10�33, obtained with atmospheric and solar546

neutrinos [53, 54]. If, instead, the di↵use neutrino flux —547

the aggregated contributions of all sources — were used, the548

sensitivity would be similar, since most of the contributing549

sources should anyway lie at distances of Gpc.550

Using PeV–EeV astrophysical neutrinos, we can look for551

new physics via, at least, three observables:552

Spectral shape: Neutrino spectra are expected to be553

power laws in energy. New physics could introduce554

additional spectral features, like peaks, troughs, and555

varying slopes. Possibilities include neutrino decay556

[55–57], secret neutrino interactions [58–62], and scat-557

tering o↵ dark matter [63–65].558
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Candidate Neutrino Source: TXS 0506+056

as a fitted parameter. Themodel parameters are
correlated and are expressed as a pair, (F100, g),
where F100 is the flux normalization at 100 TeV.
The time-dependent analysis uses the same for-
mulation of the likelihood but searches for
clustering in time aswell as space by introducing
an additional time profile. It is performed sep-
arately for two different generic profile shapes: a
Gaussian-shaped timewindow and a box-shaped
time window. Each analysis varies the central
time of the window, T0, and the duration TW
(from seconds to years) of the potential signal to
find the four parameters (F100, g, T0, TW) that
maximize the likelihood ratio, which is defined
as the test statistic TS. (For the Gaussian time
window, TW represents twice the standard de-
viation.) The test statistic includes a factor that
corrects for the look-elsewhere effect arising
from all of the possible time windows that could
be chosen (30).
For each analysis method (time-integrated and

time-dependent), a robust significance estimate is
obtained by performing the identical analysis on
trialswith randomizeddatasets. These areproduced
by randomizing the event times and recalculating

theRAcoordinateswithin eachdata-takingperiod.
The resultant P value is defined as the fraction of
randomized trials yieldinga valueofTSgreater than
or equal to the one obtained for the actual data.
Because the detector configuration and event

selections changed as shown in Table 1, the time-
dependent analysis is performed by operating on
each data-taking period separately. (A flare that
spans a boundary between two periods could be
partially detected in either period, but with re-
duced significance.) An additional look-elsewhere
correction then needs to be applied for a result in
an individual data segment, given by the ratio of
the total 9.5-year observation time to the obser-
vation time of that data segment (30).

Neutrinos from the direction of
TXS 0506+056

The results of the time-dependent analysis per-
formed at the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 are
shown in Fig. 1 for each of the six data periods.
One of the data periods, IC86b from2012 to 2015,
contains a significant excess, which is identified
by both time-window shapes. The excess consists
of 13 ± 5 events above the expectation from the
atmospheric background. The significancedepends
on the energies of the events, their proximity to
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056, and their
clustering in time. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows the time-independent weight of
individual events in the likelihood analysis during
the IC86b data period.
The Gaussian time window is centered at 13

December 2014 [modified Julianday (MJD) 57004]
with an uncertainty of ±21 days and a duration
TW = 110þ35

"24 days. The best-fitting parameters for
the fluence J100 = ∫F100(t)dtand the spectral
index are givenbyE2J100=2:1þ0:9

"0:7 # 10"4 TeVcm–2

at 100 TeV and g = 2.1 ± 0.2, respectively. The
joint uncertainty on these parameters is shown
in Fig. 3 along with a skymap showing the result
of the time-dependent analysis performed at the
location of TXS 0506+056 and in its vicinity
during the IC86b data period.
The box-shaped time window is centered

13 days later with duration TW = 158 days (from
MJD 56937.81 to MJD 57096.21, inclusive of

contributing events at boundary times). For the
box-shaped time window, the uncertainties are
discontinuous and not well defined, but the un-
certainties for the Gaussian window show that it
is consistent with the box-shaped time window
fit. Despite the different window shapes, which
lead to different weightings of the events as a
function of time, bothwindows identify the same
time interval as significant. For the box-shaped
time window, the best-fitting parameters are sim-
ilar to those of the Gaussianwindow, with fluence
at 100 TeV and spectral index given by E2J100 =
2:2þ1:0

"0:8 # 10"4 TeV cm–2 and g = 2.2 ± 0.2. This
fluence corresponds to an average flux over
158 days of F100 = 1:6þ0:7

"0:6 # 10"15 TeV–1 cm–2 s–1.
Whenwe estimate the significance of the time-

dependent result by performing the analysis at
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 on randomized
datasets, we allow in each trial a new fit for all
the parameters: F100, g, T0, TW. We find that the
fraction of randomized trials that result in a more
significant excess than the real data is 7 × 10–5 for
the box-shaped time window and 3 × 10–5 for the
Gaussian time window. This fraction, once cor-
rected for the ratio of the total observation time
to the IC86b observation time (9.5 years/3 years),
results in P values of 2 × 10–4 and 10–4, respec-
tively, corresponding to 3.5s and 3.7s. Because
there is no a priori reason to prefer one of the
generic timewindows over the other, we take the
more significant one and include a trial factor of
2 for the final significance, which is then 3.5s.
Outside the 2012–2015 time period, the next

most significant excess is found using the Gauss-
ian window in 2017 and includes the IceCube-
170922A event. This time window is centered
at 22 September 2017 with duration TW = 19 days,
g = 1.7 ± 0.6, and fluence E2J100 = 0:2þ0:4

"0:2 # 10"4

TeV cm–2 at 100 TeV. No other event besides the
IceCube-170922A event contributes significantly
to the best fit. As a consequence, the uncertainty
on the best-fitting window location and width
spans the entire IC86c period, because any win-
dow containing IceCube-170922A yields a similar
value of the test statistic. Following the trial cor-
rectionprocedure for different observationperiods
as described above, the significance of this excess
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Table 1. IceCube neutrino data samples.
Six data-taking periods make up the full
9.5-year data sample. Sample numbers
correspond to the number of detector
strings that were operational. During the
first three periods, the detector was still
under construction. The last three periods
correspond to different data-taking
conditions and/or event selections with the
full 86-string detector.

Sample Start End

IC40 5 April 2008 20 May 2009
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC59 20 May 2009 31 May 2010
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC79 31 May 2010 13 May 2011
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86a 13 May 2011 16 May 2012
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86b 16 May 2012 18 May 2015
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86c 18 May 2015 31 October 2017
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

Fig. 1. Time-dependent analysis results. The orange curve corresponds
to the analysis using the Gaussian-shaped time profile. The central time T0

and width TW are plotted for the most significant excess found in each
period, with the P value of that result indicated by the height of the peak.
The blue curve corresponds to the analysis using the box-shaped time
profile. The curve traces the outer edge of the superposition of the best-

fitting time windows (durations TW) over all times T0, with the height
indicating the significance of that window. In each period, the most
significant time window forms a plateau, shaded in blue. The large blue
band centered near 2015 represents the best-fitting 158-day time window
found using the box-shaped time profile. The vertical dotted line in IC86c
indicates the time of the IceCube-170922A event.
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lower limit of 183 TeV, depending onlyweakly on
the assumed astrophysical energy spectrum (25).
The vast majority of neutrinos detected by

IceCube arise from cosmic-ray interactions within
Earth’s atmosphere. Although atmospheric neu-
trinos are dominant at energies below 100 TeV,
their spectrum falls steeply with energy, allowing
astrophysical neutrinos to be more easily identi-
fied at higher energies. The muon-neutrino as-

trophysical spectrum, together with simulated
data, was used to calculate the probability that a
neutrino at the observed track energy and zenith
angle in IceCube is of astrophysical origin. This
probability, the so-called signalness of the event
(14), was reported to be 56.5% (17). Although
IceCube can robustly identify astrophysical neu-
trinos at PeV energies, for individual neutrinos
at several hundred TeV, an atmospheric origin

cannot be excluded. Electromagnetic observations
are valuable to assess the possible association of
a single neutrino to an astrophysical source.
Following the alert, IceCube performed a

complete analysis of relevant data prior to
31 October 2017. Although no additional excess
of neutrinoswas found from the direction of TXS
0506+056 near the time of the alert, there are
indications at the 3s level of high-energy neutrino

The IceCube Collaboration et al., Science 361, eaat1378 (2018) 13 July 2018 2 of 8

Fig. 1. Event display for
neutrino event IceCube-
170922A. The time at which a
DOM observed a signal is
reflected in the color of the hit,
with dark blues for earliest hits
and yellow for latest. Times
shown are relative to the first
DOM hit according to the track
reconstruction, and earlier and
later times are shown with the
same colors as the first and
last times, respectively. The
total time the event took to
cross the detector is ~3000 ns.
The size of a colored sphere is
proportional to the logarithm
of the amount of light
observed at the DOM, with
larger spheres corresponding
to larger signals. The total
charge recorded is ~5800 photoelectrons. Inset is an overhead perspective view of the event. The best-fitting track direction is shown as an arrow,

consistent with a zenith angle 5:7þ0:50
"0:30 degrees below the horizon.

Fig. 2. Fermi-LATand MAGIC observations of IceCube-170922A’s
location. Sky position of IceCube-170922A in J2000 equatorial coordinates
overlaying the g-ray counts from Fermi-LAT above 1 GeV (A) and the signal
significance as observed by MAGIC (B) in this region. The tan square
indicates the position reported in the initial alert, and the green square
indicates the final best-fitting position from follow-up reconstructions (18).
Gray and red curves show the 50% and 90% neutrino containment regions,
respectively, including statistical and systematic errors. Fermi-LATdata are
shown as a photon counts map in 9.5 years of data in units of counts per

pixel, using detected photons with energy of 1 to 300 GeV in a 2° by 2°
region around TXS0506+056. The map has a pixel size of 0.02° and was
smoothed with a 0.02°-wide Gaussian kernel. MAGIC data are shown as
signal significance for g-rays above 90 GeV. Also shown are the locations of
a g-ray source observed by Fermi-LAT as given in the Fermi-LAT Third
Source Catalog (3FGL) (23) and the Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT
Sources (3FHL) (24) source catalogs, including the identified positionally
coincident 3FGL object TXS 0506+056. For Fermi-LAT catalog objects,
marker sizes indicate the 95% CL positional uncertainty of the source.
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NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS

Multimessenger observations of a
flaring blazar coincident with
high-energy neutrino IceCube-170922A
The IceCube Collaboration, Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, AGILE, ASAS-SN, HAWC, H.E.S.S.,
INTEGRAL, Kanata, Kiso, Kapteyn, Liverpool Telescope, Subaru, Swift/NuSTAR,
VERITAS, and VLA/17B-403 teams*†

INTRODUCTION: Neutrinos are tracers of
cosmic-ray acceleration: electrically neutral
and traveling at nearly the speed of light, they
can escape the densest environments andmay
be traced back to their source of origin. High-
energy neutrinos are expected to be produced
in blazars: intense extragalactic radio, optical,
x-ray, and, in somecases, g-ray sources
characterized by relativistic jets of
plasma pointing close to our line of
sight. Blazars are among the most
powerful objects in the Universe and
are widely speculated to be sources
of high-energy cosmic rays. These cos-
mic rays generate high-energy neutri-
nos and g-rays, which are produced
when the cosmic rays accelerated in
the jet interact with nearby gas or
photons. On 22 September 2017, the
cubic-kilometer IceCube Neutrino
Observatory detected a ~290-TeV
neutrino from a direction consistent
with the flaring g-ray blazar TXS
0506+056. We report the details of
this observation and the results of a
multiwavelength follow-up campaign.

RATIONALE:Multimessenger astron-
omy aims for globally coordinated
observations of cosmic rays, neutri-
nos, gravitational waves, and electro-
magnetic radiation across a broad
range of wavelengths. The combi-
nation is expected to yield crucial
information on the mechanisms
energizing the most powerful astro-
physical sources. That the produc-
tion of neutrinos is accompanied by
electromagnetic radiation from the
source favors the chances of a multi-
wavelength identification. In par-
ticular, a measured association of
high-energy neutrinos with a flaring
source of g-rays would elucidate the
mechanisms and conditions for ac-
celeration of the highest-energy cos-

mic rays. The discovery of an extraterrestrial
diffuse flux of high-energy neutrinos, announced
by IceCube in 2013, has characteristic prop-
erties that hint at contributions from extra-
galactic sources, although the individual sources
remain as yet unidentified. Continuously mon-
itoring the entire sky for astrophysical neu-

trinos, IceCube provides real-time triggers for
observatories around the world measuring
g-rays, x-rays, optical, radio, and gravitational
waves, allowing for the potential identification
of even rapidly fading sources.

RESULTS: A high-energy neutrino-induced
muon trackwas detected on22 September 2017,
automatically generating an alert that was

distributed worldwide
within 1 min of detection
and prompted follow-up
searchesby telescopesover
a broad range of wave-
lengths. On 28 September
2017, theFermiLargeArea

Telescope Collaboration reported that the di-
rection of the neutrino was coincident with a
cataloged g-ray source, 0.1° from the neutrino
direction. The source, a blazar known as TXS
0506+056 at a measured redshift of 0.34, was
in a flaring state at the time with enhanced
g-ray activity in the GeV range. Follow-up ob-
servations by imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes, notably the Major Atmospheric

Gamma ImagingCherenkov (MAGIC)
telescopes, revealed periods where
the detected g-ray flux from the blazar
reached energies up to 400GeV.Mea-
surements of the source have also
been completed at x-ray, optical, and
radio wavelengths. We have inves-
tigated models associating neutrino
and g-ray production and find that
correlation of the neutrino with the
flare of TXS 0506+056 is statistically
significant at the level of 3 standard
deviations (sigma). On the basis of the
redshift of TXS 0506+056, we derive
constraints for the muon-neutrino
luminosity for this source and find
them to be similar to the luminosity
observed in g-rays.

CONCLUSION: The energies of the
g-rays and the neutrino indicate that
blazar jetsmay accelerate cosmic rays
to at least several PeV. The observed
association of a high-energy neutrino
with a blazar during a period of en-
hanced g-ray emission suggests that
blazarsmay indeed be one of the long-
sought sources of very-high-energy
cosmic rays, andhence responsible for
a sizable fraction of the cosmic neu-
trino flux observed by IceCube.▪
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Multimessenger observations of blazar TXS 0506+056.The
50% and 90% containment regions for the neutrino IceCube-
170922A (dashed red and solid gray contours, respectively),
overlain on a V-band optical image of the sky. Gamma-ray sources
in this region previously detected with the Fermi spacecraft are
shown as blue circles, with sizes representing their 95% positional
uncertainty and labeled with the source names. The IceCube
neutrino is coincident with the blazar TXS 0506+056, whose
optical position is shown by the pink square. The yellow circle
shows the 95% positional uncertainty of very-high-energy g-rays
detected by the MAGIC telescopes during the follow-up campaign.
The inset shows a magnified view of the region around TXS 0506+056
on an R-band optical image of the sky. IM
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EM flare

neutrino flare
Markus Ahlers (NBI) Neutrinos and g-rays from Extragalactic Sources August 28, 2018 slide 19

13±5 above the background of atmospheric neutrinos, 3.5σ 

L_pk = 1.7e44 erg/s ,

t_rise = 3e5 s ,

D = 66 Mpc .


Si on considère le cas Gamma = 1, avec L_bol ~ L_pk :

\beta^-2 \eta_p \Phi_{\gamma, min} = 2.16e+03 ph 
cm^-2 s^-1 .


Pour cette source \Phi_obs = L_pk/(4 \pi D^2 \eps_pk) ~ 
80 ph cm^-2 s^-1 .
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The Multi-Messenger Light Curve 
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Kanata, Kiso, Liverpool, Subaru, Swift, VERITAS, VLA, Science 2018 
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IceCube Collaboration, Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, AGILE, ASAS-SN, HAWC, H.E.S.S., INTEGRAL, et al., Science (2018)

Candidate Neutrino Source: TXS 0506+056

as a fitted parameter. Themodel parameters are
correlated and are expressed as a pair, (F100, g),
where F100 is the flux normalization at 100 TeV.
The time-dependent analysis uses the same for-
mulation of the likelihood but searches for
clustering in time aswell as space by introducing
an additional time profile. It is performed sep-
arately for two different generic profile shapes: a
Gaussian-shaped timewindow and a box-shaped
time window. Each analysis varies the central
time of the window, T0, and the duration TW
(from seconds to years) of the potential signal to
find the four parameters (F100, g, T0, TW) that
maximize the likelihood ratio, which is defined
as the test statistic TS. (For the Gaussian time
window, TW represents twice the standard de-
viation.) The test statistic includes a factor that
corrects for the look-elsewhere effect arising
from all of the possible time windows that could
be chosen (30).
For each analysis method (time-integrated and

time-dependent), a robust significance estimate is
obtained by performing the identical analysis on
trialswith randomizeddatasets. These areproduced
by randomizing the event times and recalculating

theRAcoordinateswithin eachdata-takingperiod.
The resultant P value is defined as the fraction of
randomized trials yieldinga valueofTSgreater than
or equal to the one obtained for the actual data.
Because the detector configuration and event

selections changed as shown in Table 1, the time-
dependent analysis is performed by operating on
each data-taking period separately. (A flare that
spans a boundary between two periods could be
partially detected in either period, but with re-
duced significance.) An additional look-elsewhere
correction then needs to be applied for a result in
an individual data segment, given by the ratio of
the total 9.5-year observation time to the obser-
vation time of that data segment (30).

Neutrinos from the direction of
TXS 0506+056

The results of the time-dependent analysis per-
formed at the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 are
shown in Fig. 1 for each of the six data periods.
One of the data periods, IC86b from2012 to 2015,
contains a significant excess, which is identified
by both time-window shapes. The excess consists
of 13 ± 5 events above the expectation from the
atmospheric background. The significancedepends
on the energies of the events, their proximity to
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056, and their
clustering in time. This is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which shows the time-independent weight of
individual events in the likelihood analysis during
the IC86b data period.
The Gaussian time window is centered at 13

December 2014 [modified Julianday (MJD) 57004]
with an uncertainty of ±21 days and a duration
TW = 110þ35

"24 days. The best-fitting parameters for
the fluence J100 = ∫F100(t)dtand the spectral
index are givenbyE2J100=2:1þ0:9

"0:7 # 10"4 TeVcm–2

at 100 TeV and g = 2.1 ± 0.2, respectively. The
joint uncertainty on these parameters is shown
in Fig. 3 along with a skymap showing the result
of the time-dependent analysis performed at the
location of TXS 0506+056 and in its vicinity
during the IC86b data period.
The box-shaped time window is centered

13 days later with duration TW = 158 days (from
MJD 56937.81 to MJD 57096.21, inclusive of

contributing events at boundary times). For the
box-shaped time window, the uncertainties are
discontinuous and not well defined, but the un-
certainties for the Gaussian window show that it
is consistent with the box-shaped time window
fit. Despite the different window shapes, which
lead to different weightings of the events as a
function of time, bothwindows identify the same
time interval as significant. For the box-shaped
time window, the best-fitting parameters are sim-
ilar to those of the Gaussianwindow, with fluence
at 100 TeV and spectral index given by E2J100 =
2:2þ1:0

"0:8 # 10"4 TeV cm–2 and g = 2.2 ± 0.2. This
fluence corresponds to an average flux over
158 days of F100 = 1:6þ0:7

"0:6 # 10"15 TeV–1 cm–2 s–1.
Whenwe estimate the significance of the time-

dependent result by performing the analysis at
the coordinates of TXS 0506+056 on randomized
datasets, we allow in each trial a new fit for all
the parameters: F100, g, T0, TW. We find that the
fraction of randomized trials that result in a more
significant excess than the real data is 7 × 10–5 for
the box-shaped time window and 3 × 10–5 for the
Gaussian time window. This fraction, once cor-
rected for the ratio of the total observation time
to the IC86b observation time (9.5 years/3 years),
results in P values of 2 × 10–4 and 10–4, respec-
tively, corresponding to 3.5s and 3.7s. Because
there is no a priori reason to prefer one of the
generic timewindows over the other, we take the
more significant one and include a trial factor of
2 for the final significance, which is then 3.5s.
Outside the 2012–2015 time period, the next

most significant excess is found using the Gauss-
ian window in 2017 and includes the IceCube-
170922A event. This time window is centered
at 22 September 2017 with duration TW = 19 days,
g = 1.7 ± 0.6, and fluence E2J100 = 0:2þ0:4

"0:2 # 10"4

TeV cm–2 at 100 TeV. No other event besides the
IceCube-170922A event contributes significantly
to the best fit. As a consequence, the uncertainty
on the best-fitting window location and width
spans the entire IC86c period, because any win-
dow containing IceCube-170922A yields a similar
value of the test statistic. Following the trial cor-
rectionprocedure for different observationperiods
as described above, the significance of this excess
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Table 1. IceCube neutrino data samples.
Six data-taking periods make up the full
9.5-year data sample. Sample numbers
correspond to the number of detector
strings that were operational. During the
first three periods, the detector was still
under construction. The last three periods
correspond to different data-taking
conditions and/or event selections with the
full 86-string detector.

Sample Start End

IC40 5 April 2008 20 May 2009
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC59 20 May 2009 31 May 2010
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC79 31 May 2010 13 May 2011
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86a 13 May 2011 16 May 2012
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86b 16 May 2012 18 May 2015
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

IC86c 18 May 2015 31 October 2017
.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ..

Fig. 1. Time-dependent analysis results. The orange curve corresponds
to the analysis using the Gaussian-shaped time profile. The central time T0

and width TW are plotted for the most significant excess found in each
period, with the P value of that result indicated by the height of the peak.
The blue curve corresponds to the analysis using the box-shaped time
profile. The curve traces the outer edge of the superposition of the best-

fitting time windows (durations TW) over all times T0, with the height
indicating the significance of that window. In each period, the most
significant time window forms a plateau, shaded in blue. The large blue
band centered near 2015 represents the best-fitting 158-day time window
found using the box-shaped time profile. The vertical dotted line in IC86c
indicates the time of the IceCube-170922A event.
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lower limit of 183 TeV, depending onlyweakly on
the assumed astrophysical energy spectrum (25).
The vast majority of neutrinos detected by

IceCube arise from cosmic-ray interactions within
Earth’s atmosphere. Although atmospheric neu-
trinos are dominant at energies below 100 TeV,
their spectrum falls steeply with energy, allowing
astrophysical neutrinos to be more easily identi-
fied at higher energies. The muon-neutrino as-

trophysical spectrum, together with simulated
data, was used to calculate the probability that a
neutrino at the observed track energy and zenith
angle in IceCube is of astrophysical origin. This
probability, the so-called signalness of the event
(14), was reported to be 56.5% (17). Although
IceCube can robustly identify astrophysical neu-
trinos at PeV energies, for individual neutrinos
at several hundred TeV, an atmospheric origin

cannot be excluded. Electromagnetic observations
are valuable to assess the possible association of
a single neutrino to an astrophysical source.
Following the alert, IceCube performed a

complete analysis of relevant data prior to
31 October 2017. Although no additional excess
of neutrinoswas found from the direction of TXS
0506+056 near the time of the alert, there are
indications at the 3s level of high-energy neutrino

The IceCube Collaboration et al., Science 361, eaat1378 (2018) 13 July 2018 2 of 8

Fig. 1. Event display for
neutrino event IceCube-
170922A. The time at which a
DOM observed a signal is
reflected in the color of the hit,
with dark blues for earliest hits
and yellow for latest. Times
shown are relative to the first
DOM hit according to the track
reconstruction, and earlier and
later times are shown with the
same colors as the first and
last times, respectively. The
total time the event took to
cross the detector is ~3000 ns.
The size of a colored sphere is
proportional to the logarithm
of the amount of light
observed at the DOM, with
larger spheres corresponding
to larger signals. The total
charge recorded is ~5800 photoelectrons. Inset is an overhead perspective view of the event. The best-fitting track direction is shown as an arrow,

consistent with a zenith angle 5:7þ0:50
"0:30 degrees below the horizon.

Fig. 2. Fermi-LATand MAGIC observations of IceCube-170922A’s
location. Sky position of IceCube-170922A in J2000 equatorial coordinates
overlaying the g-ray counts from Fermi-LAT above 1 GeV (A) and the signal
significance as observed by MAGIC (B) in this region. The tan square
indicates the position reported in the initial alert, and the green square
indicates the final best-fitting position from follow-up reconstructions (18).
Gray and red curves show the 50% and 90% neutrino containment regions,
respectively, including statistical and systematic errors. Fermi-LATdata are
shown as a photon counts map in 9.5 years of data in units of counts per

pixel, using detected photons with energy of 1 to 300 GeV in a 2° by 2°
region around TXS0506+056. The map has a pixel size of 0.02° and was
smoothed with a 0.02°-wide Gaussian kernel. MAGIC data are shown as
signal significance for g-rays above 90 GeV. Also shown are the locations of
a g-ray source observed by Fermi-LAT as given in the Fermi-LAT Third
Source Catalog (3FGL) (23) and the Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT
Sources (3FHL) (24) source catalogs, including the identified positionally
coincident 3FGL object TXS 0506+056. For Fermi-LAT catalog objects,
marker sizes indicate the 95% CL positional uncertainty of the source.
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NEUTRINO ASTROPHYSICS

Multimessenger observations of a
flaring blazar coincident with
high-energy neutrino IceCube-170922A
The IceCube Collaboration, Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, AGILE, ASAS-SN, HAWC, H.E.S.S.,
INTEGRAL, Kanata, Kiso, Kapteyn, Liverpool Telescope, Subaru, Swift/NuSTAR,
VERITAS, and VLA/17B-403 teams*†

INTRODUCTION: Neutrinos are tracers of
cosmic-ray acceleration: electrically neutral
and traveling at nearly the speed of light, they
can escape the densest environments andmay
be traced back to their source of origin. High-
energy neutrinos are expected to be produced
in blazars: intense extragalactic radio, optical,
x-ray, and, in somecases, g-ray sources
characterized by relativistic jets of
plasma pointing close to our line of
sight. Blazars are among the most
powerful objects in the Universe and
are widely speculated to be sources
of high-energy cosmic rays. These cos-
mic rays generate high-energy neutri-
nos and g-rays, which are produced
when the cosmic rays accelerated in
the jet interact with nearby gas or
photons. On 22 September 2017, the
cubic-kilometer IceCube Neutrino
Observatory detected a ~290-TeV
neutrino from a direction consistent
with the flaring g-ray blazar TXS
0506+056. We report the details of
this observation and the results of a
multiwavelength follow-up campaign.

RATIONALE:Multimessenger astron-
omy aims for globally coordinated
observations of cosmic rays, neutri-
nos, gravitational waves, and electro-
magnetic radiation across a broad
range of wavelengths. The combi-
nation is expected to yield crucial
information on the mechanisms
energizing the most powerful astro-
physical sources. That the produc-
tion of neutrinos is accompanied by
electromagnetic radiation from the
source favors the chances of a multi-
wavelength identification. In par-
ticular, a measured association of
high-energy neutrinos with a flaring
source of g-rays would elucidate the
mechanisms and conditions for ac-
celeration of the highest-energy cos-

mic rays. The discovery of an extraterrestrial
diffuse flux of high-energy neutrinos, announced
by IceCube in 2013, has characteristic prop-
erties that hint at contributions from extra-
galactic sources, although the individual sources
remain as yet unidentified. Continuously mon-
itoring the entire sky for astrophysical neu-

trinos, IceCube provides real-time triggers for
observatories around the world measuring
g-rays, x-rays, optical, radio, and gravitational
waves, allowing for the potential identification
of even rapidly fading sources.

RESULTS: A high-energy neutrino-induced
muon trackwas detected on22 September 2017,
automatically generating an alert that was

distributed worldwide
within 1 min of detection
and prompted follow-up
searchesby telescopesover
a broad range of wave-
lengths. On 28 September
2017, theFermiLargeArea

Telescope Collaboration reported that the di-
rection of the neutrino was coincident with a
cataloged g-ray source, 0.1° from the neutrino
direction. The source, a blazar known as TXS
0506+056 at a measured redshift of 0.34, was
in a flaring state at the time with enhanced
g-ray activity in the GeV range. Follow-up ob-
servations by imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes, notably the Major Atmospheric

Gamma ImagingCherenkov (MAGIC)
telescopes, revealed periods where
the detected g-ray flux from the blazar
reached energies up to 400GeV.Mea-
surements of the source have also
been completed at x-ray, optical, and
radio wavelengths. We have inves-
tigated models associating neutrino
and g-ray production and find that
correlation of the neutrino with the
flare of TXS 0506+056 is statistically
significant at the level of 3 standard
deviations (sigma). On the basis of the
redshift of TXS 0506+056, we derive
constraints for the muon-neutrino
luminosity for this source and find
them to be similar to the luminosity
observed in g-rays.

CONCLUSION: The energies of the
g-rays and the neutrino indicate that
blazar jetsmay accelerate cosmic rays
to at least several PeV. The observed
association of a high-energy neutrino
with a blazar during a period of en-
hanced g-ray emission suggests that
blazarsmay indeed be one of the long-
sought sources of very-high-energy
cosmic rays, andhence responsible for
a sizable fraction of the cosmic neu-
trino flux observed by IceCube.▪
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Multimessenger observations of blazar TXS 0506+056.The
50% and 90% containment regions for the neutrino IceCube-
170922A (dashed red and solid gray contours, respectively),
overlain on a V-band optical image of the sky. Gamma-ray sources
in this region previously detected with the Fermi spacecraft are
shown as blue circles, with sizes representing their 95% positional
uncertainty and labeled with the source names. The IceCube
neutrino is coincident with the blazar TXS 0506+056, whose
optical position is shown by the pink square. The yellow circle
shows the 95% positional uncertainty of very-high-energy g-rays
detected by the MAGIC telescopes during the follow-up campaign.
The inset shows a magnified view of the region around TXS 0506+056
on an R-band optical image of the sky. IM
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EM flare

neutrino flare
Markus Ahlers (NBI) Neutrinos and g-rays from Extragalactic Sources August 28, 2018 slide 19

10 public alerts and 41 archival events   
Post-trials p-value for association: 3.0σ 

criterion from Guépin & KK 2016 
Blazar flare from TXS 0506+056  
coincident with IceCube 170922A?

ϕmin > 103 ph cm-2 s-1  
ϕobs(1 eV) ~ 102 ph cm-2 s-1 
source not excluded!

z~0.337 Paiano et al. 2018
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Table 7. Model-specific parameter values for leptonic models (LMs) for TXS 0506+056 discussed in the text

LMBB1a LMBB1b LMBB1c LMBB2a LMBB2b LMBB2c LMPL1a LMPL1b LMPL2a LMPL2b

L0(max)
p [1044 erg s�1] 0.54 0.27 0.34 1 5.4 10 0.54 0.54 10 10

sp 2 2.5 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

�0
p,min 1 3⇥ 106 3⇥ 106 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

�0
p,max [108] 30 30 30 1.6 0.16 0.016 30 30 0.016 0.016

u0
ext [erg cm�3] 0.033 0.033 0.067 0.04 0.08

T 0 [K] 3⇥ 105 n/a

↵ n/a 3 2 3 2

"0min [keV] n/a 0.05

"0max [keV] n/a 5

Note—See Table 5 for parameter definitions, and Table 6 for parameter values common to all LMs. In LMBB models, the external photon
field is blackbody-like with comoving temperature T 0, while in LMPL models, it is a power-law between comoving energies "0min and "0max,
with photon index ↵. In all cases, u0

ext is the comoving energy density of the external photon field. Note that the isotropic-equivalent
cosmic-ray proton luminosity is Lp = �4L0

p.
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Figure 4. Leptonic Model (LMBB2b) for the
TXS 0506+056 flare (Ep. 1). Two SED cases (gray
lines) are plotted against the observations (colored points,
showing allowed ranges at 90% confidence), one with
hadronic component set to the maximum allowed proton
luminosity L(max)

p ⇡ 2 ⇥ 1050 erg s�1 (solid gray), and the
other set to twice this maximal value (dashed gray line).
Corresponding all-flavor neutrino fluxes for the maximal
(solid red) and “twice maximal” (dashed line) cases are
also shown. Photon attenuation at "� ⇠> 3 ⇥ 1011 eV due to
interactions with the extragalactic background light is not
included here.

In what follows, we show that our neutrino flux limits
are fairly insensitive to the exact parameter values that
may a↵ect the photomeson production optical depth.
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Figure 5. Upper limits on the all-flavor neutrino (⌫ + ⌫̄)
fluxes predicted for our modeling of the SED in the leptonic
(LMx) and hadronic (HMx) models.

Proton maximum energy — Motivated by the hypoth-
esis that blazars are UHECR accelerators, i.e., at ener-
gies above 3 ⇥ 1018 eV (Murase et al. 2012), we ex-
plore the e↵ect of the proton maximum energy on the
neutrino flux upper limits. We thus explore cases with
�0
p,max

= 1.6 ⇥ 108, 1.6 ⇥ 109, and 3 ⇥ 109 – see Ta-
ble 7. Our results on the neutrino fluxes are presented
in Fig. 5.
Neutrino spectra in the LMBB1x models are more

extended in energy compared to the default case
(LMBB2b). They peak around 10 PeV (100 PeV) for

16

expectation of an associated HE neutrino detection by
IceCube.

3.3. Hadronic Models (HMs)

In hadronic scenarios, while the low-energy peak in the
blazar’s SED is explained by synchrotron radiation from
relativistic primary electrons, the HE peak is explained
by EM cascades induced by pions and muons as de-
cay products of the photomeson production (Mannheim
1993; Mücke et al. 2003), or synchrotron radiation from
relativistic protons in the ultrahigh-energy range (Aha-
ronian 2000; Mücke et al. 2003). We coin this scenario
“HM”, which stands for Hadronic Model, in reference
to the hadronic origin of the �-rays. The synchrotron
and IC emission of secondary pairs may have an im-
portant contribution to the bolometric radiation of the
source. In contrast to the leptonic scenario (Sec. 3.2),
the parameters describing the proton distribution can be
directly constrained from the NuSTAR and Fermi LAT
data. For the TXS 0506+056 flare, in the hadronic sce-
nario, the SED can be fully explained without invoking
external radiation fields.
There are di↵erent combinations of parameters that

can successfully explain the SED in the HM sce-
nario (Böttcher et al. 2013; Cerruti et al. 2015). As
a starting point, we search for combinations of � and
B0 that lead to rough energy equipartition between
the magnetic field and protons, since the primary elec-
tron energy density is negligible in this scenario. With
analytical calculations we derive rough estimates of the
parameter values for equipartition: �eq ⇠ 5, B0

eq
⇠ 80 G,

R0
eq

⇠ 1016 cm, and "0p,max
⇠ 109 GeV (Petropoulou &

Dermer 2016).
The parameter values obtained by numerically mod-

eling the SED (see Fig. 6) are summarized in Table 8
and are similar to the estimates provided above. The
jet power computed for this parameter set (HM1) is
close to the minimum value expected in the hadronic
scenarios. More specifically, the absolute power of a
two-sided jet inferred for these parameters is Lj ⇡
2⇡cR02(�/2)2(u0

p + u0
e + u0

B) ⇠ 4 ⇥ 1047 erg s�1, with
u0
p ⇡ 2u0

B ⇠ 500 erg cm�3, where u0
p, u

0
e, u

0
B are comov-

ing energy densities of relativistic protons, electrons, and
magnetic fields, respectively. As demonstrated in Fig. 6,
the emission from the EM cascade forms a “bridge” be-
tween the low-energy and high-energy peaks of the SED
for � = �eq (gray dotted line). Despite minimizing the
power of the jet, the adopted set of parameters for HM1
cannot explain the SED due to the associated significant
EM cascade component.
The EM cascade emission can be suppressed if the

source becomes less opaque to the intra-source �� ab-

Table 8. Parameter values for hadronic models (HMs) for
TXS 0506+056 discussed in the text and presented in Fig. 6.

HM1 HM2 HM3

B0 [G] 85

R0 [in 1016cm] 2 3 4.5

� 5.2 10 15

L0
e [in 1043 erg s�1] 9.3 0.6 0.06

se,1 1.8

se,2 4.2 3.6 3.6

�0
e,min [in 102] 6.3 1 1

�0
e,br [in 102] 7.9 6.3 5

�0
e,max 104

L0
p [in 1046 erg s�1] 2.7 0.1 0.01

sp 2.1

�0
p,min 1

�0
p,max 2⇥ 109

Note—Parameter definitions are provided in Table 5.
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Figure 6. Hadronic Model (HM3) for the SED of
TXS 0506+056 flare (Ep. 1), as computed for di↵erent values
of the Doppler factor (gray curves), together with resulting
all-flavor neutrino fluxes (red curves) and electromagnetic
observations (colored points, showing allowed ranges at 90%
confidence). Photon attenuation at "� ⇠> 3⇥ 1011 eV due to
interactions with the extragalactic background light is not
included here.

cascade

𝜈
𝜈

X-rays X-rays

Keivani et al. 2018

leptonic model hadronic model

cascade implies high X-ray level to match 
observed neutrino flux

leptonic with radiatively subdominant hadronic component 
detection proba. with IC in real time during 6-month flare = 1-2%

Gao et al. 2018 
Cerruti et al. 2018 
Zhang, Fang & Li 2018 
Gokus et al. 2018  
Sahakyan 2018

Multi-zone or more complicated models? 
- Additional photomeson production by external radiation fields  
- hadronuclear production (e.g., jet-cloud interaction)  
More parameters introduced, the setup is ad-hoc 

Murase, 
Oikonomou, 
Petropoulou 2018

but the 2014-2015 neutrino flares require higher rates  
(L~ 1047 erg/s over 158 days ~ 4 x average gamma-ray luminosity)

lucky?
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Decoene, Guépin, Fang, KK, Metzger, in prep.

Connection with GW observations
NS mergers as producers of UHECR and neutrinos

Rosswog 2013

Valentin Decoene 9/10

Neutrinos results

TeVPA 2018

Merger rate at 10 Mpc r = 1.540+3.200
�1.220 10

�2 yr�1
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Decoene, Fang, Guépin, KK, Metzger, in prep.
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Blue Kilo-Novae

Red Kilo-Novae

Accretion disk Black-Hole
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Emax =
RobsZeB

⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="+U62HZ5fY3Woe5lJJdlIBKoDTY4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XQTUlE0I1QKoLLKvaBTSmT6U07dCYJMxOxhHyDG3/FjQtF3Lpy5984fSy09cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unrqJEUqjRiEey6RMFnIVQ00xzaMYSiPA5NPzBxchv3INULApv9TCGtiC9kAWMEm2kjn102Uk9KbAgDxk+x14gCU1vJlrkq+wOKlnqgSZZxy46JWcMPE/cKSmiKaod+8vrRjQREGrKiVIt14l1OyVSM8ohK3iJgpjQAelBy9CQCFDtdPxShg+M0sVBJE2FGo/V3xMpEUoNhW86BdF9NeuNxP+8VqKDs3bKwjjRENLJoiDhWEd4lA/uMglU86EhhEpmbsW0T0wq2qRYMCG4sy/Pk/pxyXVK7vVJsVyZxpFHe2gfHSIXnaIyukJVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PiatOWs6s4v+wPr8ASF5ncY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+U62HZ5fY3Woe5lJJdlIBKoDTY4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XQTUlE0I1QKoLLKvaBTSmT6U07dCYJMxOxhHyDG3/FjQtF3Lpy5984fSy09cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unrqJEUqjRiEey6RMFnIVQ00xzaMYSiPA5NPzBxchv3INULApv9TCGtiC9kAWMEm2kjn102Uk9KbAgDxk+x14gCU1vJlrkq+wOKlnqgSZZxy46JWcMPE/cKSmiKaod+8vrRjQREGrKiVIt14l1OyVSM8ohK3iJgpjQAelBy9CQCFDtdPxShg+M0sVBJE2FGo/V3xMpEUoNhW86BdF9NeuNxP+8VqKDs3bKwjjRENLJoiDhWEd4lA/uMglU86EhhEpmbsW0T0wq2qRYMCG4sy/Pk/pxyXVK7vVJsVyZxpFHe2gfHSIXnaIyukJVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PiatOWs6s4v+wPr8ASF5ncY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+U62HZ5fY3Woe5lJJdlIBKoDTY4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XQTUlE0I1QKoLLKvaBTSmT6U07dCYJMxOxhHyDG3/FjQtF3Lpy5984fSy09cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unrqJEUqjRiEey6RMFnIVQ00xzaMYSiPA5NPzBxchv3INULApv9TCGtiC9kAWMEm2kjn102Uk9KbAgDxk+x14gCU1vJlrkq+wOKlnqgSZZxy46JWcMPE/cKSmiKaod+8vrRjQREGrKiVIt14l1OyVSM8ohK3iJgpjQAelBy9CQCFDtdPxShg+M0sVBJE2FGo/V3xMpEUoNhW86BdF9NeuNxP+8VqKDs3bKwjjRENLJoiDhWEd4lA/uMglU86EhhEpmbsW0T0wq2qRYMCG4sy/Pk/pxyXVK7vVJsVyZxpFHe2gfHSIXnaIyukJVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PiatOWs6s4v+wPr8ASF5ncY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+U62HZ5fY3Woe5lJJdlIBKoDTY4=">AAACEnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XQTUlE0I1QKoLLKvaBTSmT6U07dCYJMxOxhHyDG3/FjQtF3Lpy5984fSy09cCFwzn3cu89fsyZ0o7zbeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unrqJEUqjRiEey6RMFnIVQ00xzaMYSiPA5NPzBxchv3INULApv9TCGtiC9kAWMEm2kjn102Uk9KbAgDxk+x14gCU1vJlrkq+wOKlnqgSZZxy46JWcMPE/cKSmiKaod+8vrRjQREGrKiVIt14l1OyVSM8ohK3iJgpjQAelBy9CQCFDtdPxShg+M0sVBJE2FGo/V3xMpEUoNhW86BdF9NeuNxP+8VqKDs3bKwjjRENLJoiDhWEd4lA/uMglU86EhhEpmbsW0T0wq2qRYMCG4sy/Pk/pxyXVK7vVJsVyZxpFHe2gfHSIXnaIyukJVVEMUPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PiatOWs6s4v+wPr8ASF5ncY=</latexit>

Particles accelerations in the disk

Rdisk = 105 cm
<latexit sha1_base64="+EZlkzarSy9DDCPzemlQ1a0gfr4=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRJRdCMU3bisYh/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bRUWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vZOU0eJoqxBIxGptk80EzxkDeAgWDtWjEhfsJY/vBz7rXumNI/CWxjFzJOkH/KAUwJG6pYrN93UVRL3uB5m+Bw79l16kmEX2AMombqYysyk7Ko9AZ4nTk4qKEe9W/5yexFNJAuBCqJ1x7Fj8FKigFPBspKbaBYTOiR91jE0JJJpL50ck+EDo/RwECnzQsAT9fdESqTWI+mbpCQw0LPeWPzP6yQQnHkpD+MEWEini4JEYIjwuBlTgWIUxMgQQhU3f8V0QBShYPormRKc2ZPnSfOo6thV5/q4UrvI6yiiPbSPDpGDTlENXaE6aiCKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH9NowcpndtEfWJ8/UgqahQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EZlkzarSy9DDCPzemlQ1a0gfr4=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRJRdCMU3bisYh/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bRUWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vZOU0eJoqxBIxGptk80EzxkDeAgWDtWjEhfsJY/vBz7rXumNI/CWxjFzJOkH/KAUwJG6pYrN93UVRL3uB5m+Bw79l16kmEX2AMombqYysyk7Ko9AZ4nTk4qKEe9W/5yexFNJAuBCqJ1x7Fj8FKigFPBspKbaBYTOiR91jE0JJJpL50ck+EDo/RwECnzQsAT9fdESqTWI+mbpCQw0LPeWPzP6yQQnHkpD+MEWEini4JEYIjwuBlTgWIUxMgQQhU3f8V0QBShYPormRKc2ZPnSfOo6thV5/q4UrvI6yiiPbSPDpGDTlENXaE6aiCKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH9NowcpndtEfWJ8/UgqahQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EZlkzarSy9DDCPzemlQ1a0gfr4=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRJRdCMU3bisYh/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bRUWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vZOU0eJoqxBIxGptk80EzxkDeAgWDtWjEhfsJY/vBz7rXumNI/CWxjFzJOkH/KAUwJG6pYrN93UVRL3uB5m+Bw79l16kmEX2AMombqYysyk7Ko9AZ4nTk4qKEe9W/5yexFNJAuBCqJ1x7Fj8FKigFPBspKbaBYTOiR91jE0JJJpL50ck+EDo/RwECnzQsAT9fdESqTWI+mbpCQw0LPeWPzP6yQQnHkpD+MEWEini4JEYIjwuBlTgWIUxMgQQhU3f8V0QBShYPormRKc2ZPnSfOo6thV5/q4UrvI6yiiPbSPDpGDTlENXaE6aiCKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH9NowcpndtEfWJ8/UgqahQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+EZlkzarSy9DDCPzemlQ1a0gfr4=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVRJRdCMU3bisYh/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bRUWFpeWV4qrpbX1jc2t8vZOU0eJoqxBIxGptk80EzxkDeAgWDtWjEhfsJY/vBz7rXumNI/CWxjFzJOkH/KAUwJG6pYrN93UVRL3uB5m+Bw79l16kmEX2AMombqYysyk7Ko9AZ4nTk4qKEe9W/5yexFNJAuBCqJ1x7Fj8FKigFPBspKbaBYTOiR91jE0JJJpL50ck+EDo/RwECnzQsAT9fdESqTWI+mbpCQw0LPeWPzP6yQQnHkpD+MEWEini4JEYIjwuBlTgWIUxMgQQhU3f8V0QBShYPormRKc2ZPnSfOo6thV5/q4UrvI6yiiPbSPDpGDTlENXaE6aiCKHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH9NowcpndtEfWJ8/UgqahQ==</latexit>

Bdisk = 1015 G
<latexit sha1_base64="4PIRVhk2j9Wp6fumWy5ZIEFjec8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKKboRSF7qsYB/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bS0sLi2vrBbWiusbm1vbpZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC1/eDn2W/dMaR6FtzCKmSdJP+QBpwSM1C2Va93UVRL3uB5m+AI79l3qnGbYBfYASqYuvspMyq7YE+B54uSkjHLUu6UvtxfRRLIQqCBadxw7Bi8lCjgVLCu6iWYxoUPSZx1DQyKZ9tLJMRk+NEoPB5EyLwQ8UX9PpERqPZK+SUoCAz3rjcX/vE4CwbmX8jBOgIV0uihIBIYIj5sxFShGQYwMIVRx81dMB0QRCqa/oinBmT15njSPK45dcW5OytVaXkcB7aMDdIQcdIaq6BrVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+phGF6x8Zg/9gfX5A69lmh0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4PIRVhk2j9Wp6fumWy5ZIEFjec8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKKboRSF7qsYB/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bS0sLi2vrBbWiusbm1vbpZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC1/eDn2W/dMaR6FtzCKmSdJP+QBpwSM1C2Va93UVRL3uB5m+AI79l3qnGbYBfYASqYuvspMyq7YE+B54uSkjHLUu6UvtxfRRLIQqCBadxw7Bi8lCjgVLCu6iWYxoUPSZx1DQyKZ9tLJMRk+NEoPB5EyLwQ8UX9PpERqPZK+SUoCAz3rjcX/vE4CwbmX8jBOgIV0uihIBIYIj5sxFShGQYwMIVRx81dMB0QRCqa/oinBmT15njSPK45dcW5OytVaXkcB7aMDdIQcdIaq6BrVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+phGF6x8Zg/9gfX5A69lmh0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4PIRVhk2j9Wp6fumWy5ZIEFjec8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKKboRSF7qsYB/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bS0sLi2vrBbWiusbm1vbpZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC1/eDn2W/dMaR6FtzCKmSdJP+QBpwSM1C2Va93UVRL3uB5m+AI79l3qnGbYBfYASqYuvspMyq7YE+B54uSkjHLUu6UvtxfRRLIQqCBadxw7Bi8lCjgVLCu6iWYxoUPSZx1DQyKZ9tLJMRk+NEoPB5EyLwQ8UX9PpERqPZK+SUoCAz3rjcX/vE4CwbmX8jBOgIV0uihIBIYIj5sxFShGQYwMIVRx81dMB0QRCqa/oinBmT15njSPK45dcW5OytVaXkcB7aMDdIQcdIaq6BrVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+phGF6x8Zg/9gfX5A69lmh0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4PIRVhk2j9Wp6fumWy5ZIEFjec8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAiuSiKKboRSF7qsYB/QxDKZTtqhM0mYuRFLyAe48VfcuFDErR/gzr9x2mahrQcGDuecy517/FhwDbb9bS0sLi2vrBbWiusbm1vbpZ3dpo4SRVmDRiJSbZ9oJnjIGsBBsHasGJG+YC1/eDn2W/dMaR6FtzCKmSdJP+QBpwSM1C2Va93UVRL3uB5m+AI79l3qnGbYBfYASqYuvspMyq7YE+B54uSkjHLUu6UvtxfRRLIQqCBadxw7Bi8lCjgVLCu6iWYxoUPSZx1DQyKZ9tLJMRk+NEoPB5EyLwQ8UX9PpERqPZK+SUoCAz3rjcX/vE4CwbmX8jBOgIV0uihIBIYIj5sxFShGQYwMIVRx81dMB0QRCqa/oinBmT15njSPK45dcW5OytVaXkcB7aMDdIQcdIaq6BrVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+phGF6x8Zg/9gfX5A69lmh0=</latexit>

Emax ⇡ 1022 eV
<latexit sha1_base64="EJIYKSjnIWp2+j1OVOYRsM7Go6c=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0EnaDoMegCB4jmAdkY5iddJIhM7vLTK8kLPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb9x8jhoYkFDTVU3011BLIVB1/12lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnd3c3n7VRInmUOGRjHQ9YAakCKGCAiXUYw1MBRJqQf9q7NceQBsRhXc4jKGpWDcUHcEZWqmVO71upb5WVLHBiPosjnU0oJ57nxaL9o0wQK1Sn0J11Mrl3YI7AV0k3ozkyQzlVu7Lb0c8URAil8yYhufG2EyZRsEljLJ+YiBmvM+60LA0ZApMM52cNKLHVmnTTqRthUgn6u+JlCljhiqwnYphz8x7Y/E/r5Fg56KZijBOEEI+/aiTSIoRHedD20IDRzm0hHEt7K6U95hmHG2KWRuCN3/yIqkWC55b8G7P8qXLWRwZckiOyAnxyDkpkRtSJhXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuTMZg7IHzifPyWXnSI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJIYKSjnIWp2+j1OVOYRsM7Go6c=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0EnaDoMegCB4jmAdkY5iddJIhM7vLTK8kLPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb9x8jhoYkFDTVU3011BLIVB1/12lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnd3c3n7VRInmUOGRjHQ9YAakCKGCAiXUYw1MBRJqQf9q7NceQBsRhXc4jKGpWDcUHcEZWqmVO71upb5WVLHBiPosjnU0oJ57nxaL9o0wQK1Sn0J11Mrl3YI7AV0k3ozkyQzlVu7Lb0c8URAil8yYhufG2EyZRsEljLJ+YiBmvM+60LA0ZApMM52cNKLHVmnTTqRthUgn6u+JlCljhiqwnYphz8x7Y/E/r5Fg56KZijBOEEI+/aiTSIoRHedD20IDRzm0hHEt7K6U95hmHG2KWRuCN3/yIqkWC55b8G7P8qXLWRwZckiOyAnxyDkpkRtSJhXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuTMZg7IHzifPyWXnSI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJIYKSjnIWp2+j1OVOYRsM7Go6c=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0EnaDoMegCB4jmAdkY5iddJIhM7vLTK8kLPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb9x8jhoYkFDTVU3011BLIVB1/12lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnd3c3n7VRInmUOGRjHQ9YAakCKGCAiXUYw1MBRJqQf9q7NceQBsRhXc4jKGpWDcUHcEZWqmVO71upb5WVLHBiPosjnU0oJ57nxaL9o0wQK1Sn0J11Mrl3YI7AV0k3ozkyQzlVu7Lb0c8URAil8yYhufG2EyZRsEljLJ+YiBmvM+60LA0ZApMM52cNKLHVmnTTqRthUgn6u+JlCljhiqwnYphz8x7Y/E/r5Fg56KZijBOEEI+/aiTSIoRHedD20IDRzm0hHEt7K6U95hmHG2KWRuCN3/yIqkWC55b8G7P8qXLWRwZckiOyAnxyDkpkRtSJhXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuTMZg7IHzifPyWXnSI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EJIYKSjnIWp2+j1OVOYRsM7Go6c=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0EnaDoMegCB4jmAdkY5iddJIhM7vLTK8kLPkGL/6KFw+KePXkzb9x8jhoYkFDTVU3011BLIVB1/12lpZXVtfWMxvZza3tnd3c3n7VRInmUOGRjHQ9YAakCKGCAiXUYw1MBRJqQf9q7NceQBsRhXc4jKGpWDcUHcEZWqmVO71upb5WVLHBiPosjnU0oJ57nxaL9o0wQK1Sn0J11Mrl3YI7AV0k3ozkyQzlVu7Lb0c8URAil8yYhufG2EyZRsEljLJ+YiBmvM+60LA0ZApMM52cNKLHVmnTTqRthUgn6u+JlCljhiqwnYphz8x7Y/E/r5Fg56KZijBOEEI+/aiTSIoRHedD20IDRzm0hHEt7K6U95hmHG2KWRuCN3/yIqkWC55b8G7P8qXLWRwZckiOyAnxyDkpkRtSJhXCySN5Jq/kzXlyXpx352PauuTMZg7IHzifPyWXnSI=</latexit>

Red Kilo-Novae favoured because of the disk outflow
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Fall back Nuclear reactions 
(heavy r-processes)

R
<latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit>

~v
<latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit>

M ⇡ 10�3M�
<latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit>

Q̇r
<latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit>

Q̇fb
<latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit>

☢
☢

☢

☢
☢

☢
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Interaction background

Fall-back

Nuclear

Free-escape
R / t

<latexit sha1_base64="ofkHERm/25Y9dqHiKCgrBkU3O5A=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMi6LLoxmUV+4DpUDJppg3NJCG5I5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o1pOwttPRA4nHMvuefEWnALvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqsxQ1qJKKNONiWWCS9YCDoJ1tWEkjQXrxOPbmd95YsZyJR9holmUkqHkCacEnBQ+4J42SoPC0K/W/Lo/B14lQUFqqECzX/3qDRTNUiaBCmJtGPgaopwY4FSwaaWXWaYJHZMhCx2VJGU2yucnT/GZUwY4UcY9CXiu/t7ISWrtJI3dZEpgZJe9mfifF2aQXEc5lzoDJunioyQTeBbR5ccDbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXEsVV0KwHHmVtC/qgV8P7i9rjZuijjI6QafoHAXoCjXQHWqiFqJIoWf0it488F68d+9jMVryip1j9Afe5w/OUZDu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ofkHERm/25Y9dqHiKCgrBkU3O5A=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMi6LLoxmUV+4DpUDJppg3NJCG5I5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o1pOwttPRA4nHMvuefEWnALvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqsxQ1qJKKNONiWWCS9YCDoJ1tWEkjQXrxOPbmd95YsZyJR9holmUkqHkCacEnBQ+4J42SoPC0K/W/Lo/B14lQUFqqECzX/3qDRTNUiaBCmJtGPgaopwY4FSwaaWXWaYJHZMhCx2VJGU2yucnT/GZUwY4UcY9CXiu/t7ISWrtJI3dZEpgZJe9mfifF2aQXEc5lzoDJunioyQTeBbR5ccDbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXEsVV0KwHHmVtC/qgV8P7i9rjZuijjI6QafoHAXoCjXQHWqiFqJIoWf0it488F68d+9jMVryip1j9Afe5w/OUZDu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ofkHERm/25Y9dqHiKCgrBkU3O5A=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMi6LLoxmUV+4DpUDJppg3NJCG5I5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o1pOwttPRA4nHMvuefEWnALvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqsxQ1qJKKNONiWWCS9YCDoJ1tWEkjQXrxOPbmd95YsZyJR9holmUkqHkCacEnBQ+4J42SoPC0K/W/Lo/B14lQUFqqECzX/3qDRTNUiaBCmJtGPgaopwY4FSwaaWXWaYJHZMhCx2VJGU2yucnT/GZUwY4UcY9CXiu/t7ISWrtJI3dZEpgZJe9mfifF2aQXEc5lzoDJunioyQTeBbR5ccDbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXEsVV0KwHHmVtC/qgV8P7i9rjZuijjI6QafoHAXoCjXQHWqiFqJIoWf0it488F68d+9jMVryip1j9Afe5w/OUZDu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ofkHERm/25Y9dqHiKCgrBkU3O5A=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMi6LLoxmUV+4DpUDJppg3NJCG5I5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o1pOwttPRA4nHMvuefEWnALvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqsxQ1qJKKNONiWWCS9YCDoJ1tWEkjQXrxOPbmd95YsZyJR9holmUkqHkCacEnBQ+4J42SoPC0K/W/Lo/B14lQUFqqECzX/3qDRTNUiaBCmJtGPgaopwY4FSwaaWXWaYJHZMhCx2VJGU2yucnT/GZUwY4UcY9CXiu/t7ISWrtJI3dZEpgZJe9mfifF2aQXEc5lzoDJunioyQTeBbR5ccDbhgFMXGEUMPdrZiOiCEUXEsVV0KwHHmVtC/qgV8P7i9rjZuijjI6QafoHAXoCjXQHWqiFqJIoWf0it488F68d+9jMVryip1j9Afe5w/OUZDu</latexit>

n / t�3
<latexit sha1_base64="xfBNhoNRPAEskihvkflYSuie1qM=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXqkcvwSJ4seyqoMeiF48V7Ae0a8mmaRuaTUIyWyhL/4kXD4p49Z9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXa8EtBMG3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u37B4d1q1JDWY0qoUwzJpYJLlkNOAjW1IaRJBasEQ/vpn5jxIzlSj7CWLMoIX3Je5wScFLH9yVua6M0KAxP2fnlpOOXgnIwA14mYU5KKEe143+1u4qmCZNABbG2FQYaoowY4FSwSbGdWqYJHZI+azkqScJslM0un+BTp3RxTxlXEvBM/T2RkcTacRK7zoTAwC56U/E/r5VC7ybKuNQpMEnni3qpwNM/XQy4yw2jIMaOEGq4uxXTATGEggur6EIIF19eJvWLchiUw4erUuU2j6OAjtEJOkMhukYVdI+qqIYoGqFn9IrevMx78d69j3nripfPHKE/8D5/ANrNkyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xfBNhoNRPAEskihvkflYSuie1qM=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXqkcvwSJ4seyqoMeiF48V7Ae0a8mmaRuaTUIyWyhL/4kXD4p49Z9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXa8EtBMG3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u37B4d1q1JDWY0qoUwzJpYJLlkNOAjW1IaRJBasEQ/vpn5jxIzlSj7CWLMoIX3Je5wScFLH9yVua6M0KAxP2fnlpOOXgnIwA14mYU5KKEe143+1u4qmCZNABbG2FQYaoowY4FSwSbGdWqYJHZI+azkqScJslM0un+BTp3RxTxlXEvBM/T2RkcTacRK7zoTAwC56U/E/r5VC7ybKuNQpMEnni3qpwNM/XQy4yw2jIMaOEGq4uxXTATGEggur6EIIF19eJvWLchiUw4erUuU2j6OAjtEJOkMhukYVdI+qqIYoGqFn9IrevMx78d69j3nripfPHKE/8D5/ANrNkyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xfBNhoNRPAEskihvkflYSuie1qM=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXqkcvwSJ4seyqoMeiF48V7Ae0a8mmaRuaTUIyWyhL/4kXD4p49Z9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXa8EtBMG3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u37B4d1q1JDWY0qoUwzJpYJLlkNOAjW1IaRJBasEQ/vpn5jxIzlSj7CWLMoIX3Je5wScFLH9yVua6M0KAxP2fnlpOOXgnIwA14mYU5KKEe143+1u4qmCZNABbG2FQYaoowY4FSwSbGdWqYJHZI+azkqScJslM0un+BTp3RxTxlXEvBM/T2RkcTacRK7zoTAwC56U/E/r5VC7ybKuNQpMEnni3qpwNM/XQy4yw2jIMaOEGq4uxXTATGEggur6EIIF19eJvWLchiUw4erUuU2j6OAjtEJOkMhukYVdI+qqIYoGqFn9IrevMx78d69j3nripfPHKE/8D5/ANrNkyM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xfBNhoNRPAEskihvkflYSuie1qM=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEM36WevXqkcvwSJ4seyqoMeiF48V7Ae0a8mmaRuaTUIyWyhL/4kXD4p49Z9489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXa8EtBMG3t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u37B4d1q1JDWY0qoUwzJpYJLlkNOAjW1IaRJBasEQ/vpn5jxIzlSj7CWLMoIX3Je5wScFLH9yVua6M0KAxP2fnlpOOXgnIwA14mYU5KKEe143+1u4qmCZNABbG2FQYaoowY4FSwSbGdWqYJHZI+azkqScJslM0un+BTp3RxTxlXEvBM/T2RkcTacRK7zoTAwC56U/E/r5VC7ybKuNQpMEnni3qpwNM/XQy4yw2jIMaOEGq4uxXTATGEggur6EIIF19eJvWLchiUw4erUuU2j6OAjtEJOkMhukYVdI+qqIYoGqFn9IrevMx78d69j3nripfPHKE/8D5/ANrNkyM=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit> R
<latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NfFBQKCbADihv37V0PCkDJe5Zns=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8dW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N0IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHssHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUuO+XK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBrKGM1g==</latexit>

~v
<latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CWJndlfUsv8hHZ1l1dH2XMHFC4Y=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1nGqGLZYLGLVDahGwSW2DDcCu4lCGgUCO8HkPvc7U1Sax/LJzBL0IzqSPOSMGit1+lNk2XQ+qNbcursAWSdeQWpQoDmofvWHMUsjlIYJqnXPcxPjZ1QZzgTOK/1UY0LZhI6wZ6mkEWo/W5w7JxdWGZIwVrakIQv190RGI61nUWA7I2rGetXLxf+8XmrCWz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJjkv5MhV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMJjAM7zCm5M4L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5A67Zj8g=</latexit>
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M ⇡ 10�3M�
<latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5DP8/a5bHwC1AzZrQxukK3jilLc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBovgxpKooMuiGzeFCvYBTQyTyaQdOsmEmYlYQhZu/BU3LhRx60e482+ctllo64ELh3Pu5d57/IRRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR/JUYNLGnHHR85EkjMakrahipJcIgiKfka4/upr43XsiJOXxrRonxI3QIKYhxUhpyTOrTeigJBH8AdrWXXZ8msOmlzk84Cr3zJpVt6aAi8QuSA0UaHnmlxNwnEYkVpghKfu2lSg3Q0JRzEhecVJJEoRHaED6msYoItLNpk/k8FArAQy50BUrOFV/T2QoknIc+bozQmoo572J+J/XT1V44WY0TlJFYjxbFKYMKg4nicCACoIVG2uCsKD6VoiHSCCsdG4VHYI9//Ii6ZzUbatu35zVGpdFHGVQBQfgCNjgHDTANWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPBkvxrvxMWstGcXMPvgD4/MHLlqXKQ==</latexit>

Q̇r
<latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HT2LJN+ijUOk3LDwpZ4LFKm6+Vo=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7U+WnXpJlgEV2VGBF0W3bhswT6gHYZMmmlDk8yQZIQ6zJe4caGIWz/FnX9j2s5CWw9cOJxzb3LvCRPOtHHdb6e0sbm1vVPereztHxxWa0fHXR2nitAOiXms+iHWlDNJO4YZTvuJoliEnPbC6d3c7z1SpVksH8wsob7AY8kiRrCxUlCrDkexydp5kA2VQCoPanW34S6A1olXkDoUaAW1L/sCSQWVhnCs9cBzE+NnWBlGOM0rw1TTBJMpHtOBpRILqv1ssXiOzq0yQlGsbEmDFurviQwLrWcitJ0Cm4le9ebif94gNdGNnzGZpIZKsvwoSjkyMZqngEZMUWL4zBJMFLO7IjLBChNjs6rYELzVk9dJ97LhuQ2vfVVv3hZxlOEUzuACPLiGJtxDCzpAIIVneIU358l5cd6dj2VrySlmTuAPnM8fCROTUQ==</latexit>

Q̇fb
<latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gA55wWN6gvczXo8fWqPh7HLEd5s=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7Irgh6LXjy2YGuhXZZsmm1Dk+ySZAtl2X/ixYMiXv0n3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9mWTmRSln2njet1PZ2Nza3qnu1vb2Dw6P3OOTrk4yRWiHJDxRvQhrypmkHcMMp71UUSwiTp+iyf3cf5pSpVkiH80spYHAI8liRrCxUui6g2Fi8nYR5gMlUBwVoVv3Gt4CaJ34JalDiVboftknSCaoNIRjrfu+l5ogx8owwmlRG2SapphM8Ij2LZVYUB3ki80LdGGVIYoTZUsatFB/T+RYaD0Tke0U2Iz1qjcX//P6mYlvg5zJNDNUkuVHccaRSdA8BjRkihLDZ5ZgopjdFZExVpgYG1bNhuCvnrxOulcN32v47et6866MowpncA6X4MMNNOEBWtABAlN4hld4c3LnxXl3PpatFaecOYU/cD5/ALZnk7E=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aSb4p05qZA/UEpztTDHXrhn+ux0=">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</latexit>
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Q̇fb = ✏fbṀfbc

2

= 2⇥ 1051 Erg.s�1 ✏fb,0.1Ṁfb,�3(0.1s) t
�5/3
0.1

<latexit sha1_base64="bCUm8ZfO3CjYfrnJ6Qzati51eUk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bCUm8ZfO3CjYfrnJ6Qzati51eUk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bCUm8ZfO3CjYfrnJ6Qzati51eUk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bCUm8ZfO3CjYfrnJ6Qzati51eUk=">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</latexit>

Mass accretion rate

Barnes et al. 2016, M. R. Drout et al, 2017

Nuclear reaction

ėr(t) = 4⇥ 1018 Erg.s�1.g�1 ✏th(t) f(t; t0,�)
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t0 = 1.3 and � = 0.11
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Q̇r = M Xr ėr(t)
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Nuclear mass energy

Thermal efficiency

Finally the lowest maximal energy from all these processes is the maximal energy allowed in the
wind.

3 Dynamical ejecta from the Kilonovae

3.1 Ejecta dynamics

Characteristics We are looking at the ejecta contained in the equatorial plane of the merger.
This dynamical ejecta is characterised by heavy r-process heating and fall-back heating coming from the
accretion disk around the remnant.
The total mass of this ejecta is M = 0.04M� and its ejection velocity is v = 0.1c [3].

Energies We assume that the thermodynamical equilibrium is reached and we can write the energy
as

dE = �P dV + �Q , (15)

with P the pressure, V the volume and Q the heating.

dE

dt
= �P

dV

dt
+

�Q

dt
(16)

We rewrite the heating term as a sum of the source and loss terms : �Q
dt = Q̇loss + Q̇source.

We can then assume

P ⇡ E

R3
, (17)

dV

dt
⇡ R

2dR

dt
, (18)

Q̇loss ⇡ � E

tesc
, (19)

Q̇source ⇡ Q̇r + Q̇fb . (20)

dR ⇡ v dt (21)

Where Q̇r and Q̇fb are respectively the nuclear heating rate and the fall-back heating rate.
Leading to

dE

dt
= �E

R

dR

dt
� E

tesc
+ Q̇r + Q̇fb . (22)

With

tesc ⇡ (⌧ + 1)
R

c
=

✓
3M

4⇡R2
+ 1

◆
R

c
, (23)

Figure 2 shows the energy evolution and the photon escaping time evolution with time for light r-process
and heavy r-process ejecta with and without fall-back heating.

Nuclear heating rate

Q̇r = MXrėr(t) (24)

With ėr(t) = 4.1018✏th

 
0.5�

arctan
�
t�t0
�

�

⇡

!1.3

erg.s�1.g�1
. (25)

t0 = 1.3 and � = 0.11 . (26)

4

Metzger et al. 2011

Opacity (lanthanides)

Particle acceleration:  
disk wind? corona? wind/ejecta interface?
Kimura et al. 2015 (accretion disk) 
Levinson 2000 (electric field) 
Riquelme et al. 2012, Hoshino 2013, 2015 (magnetic reconnection) 
Lynn et al. 2014 (stochastic)
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Catching the sources of UHECRs
real-time EeV multi-messenger astronomy is the way

all connected after all

Astrophysical Multimessenger Observatory Network

Proposal for  
Institute for Multi-Messenger Astrophysics  
arXiv:1807.04780

with EeV neutrinos as a 
principal ingredient

GR DN



GRAND

ARA IceCube
Fang, KK, Murase, Miller, 

Oikonomou 2016

YES if

Can we hope to detect very high-energy neutrino sources?

 good angular resolution (< fraction of degree) 
 number of detected events > 100s
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boxes for experiments assuming neutrino flux: 10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1

Neutrinos don't have a horizon: won't we be polluted by background neutrinos?

GRAND

POEMMA
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detect cosmogenic neutrinos

100s of events  
~0.3o angular resolution

detect EeV neutrino point sources

What we can aim to do
with future observatories
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cosmogenic: 
guaranteed 

direct from source: 
likely more abundant 

pessimistic scenarios  
of cosmogenic neutrinos = good! 

low background for source neutrinos
talk by Heinze Tuesday PM

detect the 
first EeV 

neutrinos



Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection

GRAND AT A GLANCE 乃

Objectives 䦱㫊�

By the 2030s, in its complete configuration, GRAND 
will reach a sensitivity that will ensure the detection 
of neutrinos with energy above 1017 eV.  Thanks to its 
sub-degree angular resolution, it will launch neutrino 
astronomy!  Already by 2025, GRAND will be able to 
make the first discovery of these neutrinos. GRAND 
will be the largest experiment for the detection of 
ultra-high-energy cosmic rays and photons. Moreover, 
GRAND will uniquely explore fundamental neutrino 
physics, the astrophysics of fast radio bursts, and the 
epoch of reionization.

How does GRAND work?  
*5$1'ⱅ∘エ∟֤�

The strategy of GRAND is to detect air showers above 
1017 eV that are induced by the interaction of high-
energy particles in the atmosphere or underground, 
through its associated coherent radio-emission in the 
30-200 MHz range.

Why now? Ↄℋ㣲䙳⧫֤�

With the first detection of very high-energy neutrinos 
and gravitational waves, we stand today at the thres-
hold of a multi-messenger era. Many high-precision 
high-energy astroparticle experiments are projected 
to be built (CTA, IceCube-Gen2, LISA...). GRAND com-
pletes the picture at the highest energy front.
Radio-detection of astroparticles is experiencing a 
renaissance, with drastic technological, theoretical and 
numerical advances. 
Now is the time to develop the radio technique further 
and join the exciting momentum of high-energy Astro-
physics!

NEUTRINOS!�⃰㉱⸓ֆ
•  Neutrinos are elementary particles that interact 

weakly with matter.  This characteristics makes them 
challenging to detect and study. 

•  At the same time, neutrinos can serve as unique 
messengers of the extreme Universe, as they allow us to 
see farther in the early Universe and deeper in objects. 

•  Neutrinos are undeflected by magnetic fields and are 
clear hadronic acceleration signatures. They are the 
essential ingredient for high-energy astronomy.
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eV (electronvolt): energy unit equal to ~10-19 Joules.  
The proton rest mass energy is equivalent to ~9x108 eV. 
Cosmic rays: charged particles (mostly protons and 
heavier nuclei) that constantly bombard the Earth.  
A small fraction of them (ultra-high-energy cosmic rays) 
are detected with colossal energies >1018 eV,  at a rate  
of 2 per month with the 3000 km2 Auger Observatory.  
Their origin is still a mystery.
Cosmogenic neutrinos: neutrinos produced during the 
propagation of their parent ultra-high-energy cosmic rays 
in the intergalactic medium, via interactions with cosmic 
radiation. Their existence is guaranteed as ultra-high-
energy cosmic rays are observed.
Air-showers: cascades of particles produced in the 
atmosphere by a primary energetic particle. The electrons 
and positrons in the cascade interact with the magnetic 
field of the Earth to produce a radio emission.
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The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection project aims at detecting ultra-
high-energy cosmic particles (neutrinos, cosmic rays, and gamma rays) with a radio 
antenna array deployed over a total area of 200 000 km2 in mountainous regions, 
in several favorable locations around the world.

GOALS
•  Standalone radio detection of  

air-showers 

•  Good background  noise 
rejection

SETUP
•   35 radio antennas
•  21 scintillators

BUDGET & STAGE 
•  160k€, fully funded by 

NAOC+IHEP, deployment 2018  
@ Ulastai

GOALS

•  Probing the transition between 
Galactic to extra-galactic  
cosmic rays at energy  
~1018 eV, with detailed 
composition measurements

•  Standalone radio detection  
of inclined showers (zenith 
angle >65°) induced by high 
energy cosmic rays (>1018 eV)

GOALS

•  First GRAND sub-array, 
sensitivity comparable to ARA/
ARIANNA on similar time scale, 
allowing potential 1st discovery of 
cosmogenic neutrinos

•  Efficient communication and power 
supply over 10 000 km2

GOALS

•   First neutrino detection at 1018 eV even with 
pessimistic fluxes and/or neutrino astronomy

•  Selection of optimal sites (mountainous, 
accessible, radio-quiet) worldwide for deployment 
of 10 000 km2 hotspots

SETUP  
200 000 antennas over 200 000 km2

~20 x 10 000 km2 hotspots worldwide

BUDGET & STAGE
Industrial scale allows to cut costs down:  
500€ per unit 
£ 100M€ in total

SETUP
•  Data acquisition system with 

discrete elements, but mature 
design for trigger, data transfer, 
consumption

•  Mostly likely in China

BUDGET & STAGE
•  1500€ per detection unit

GRAND 10K

GRAND 
PROTO35

GRAND 
PROTO300

SETUP
•  300 Horizon Antennas over 

300 km2

•  Fast data acquisition system
•  Solar panels (24h/24) + WiFi 

data transfer
•  Array of surface muon 

detectors

BUDGET & STAGE
•  1.3 M€ funded by Chinese 

Institutes deployment in 2020

GRAND 200K

GR DN
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for Neutrino Detection
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ν
τ >30 km

few 
kms

radio detection: a mature and autonomous technique 
AERA, LOFAR, CODALEMA/EXTASIS, Tunka-Rex, TREND

radio antennas cheap and robust: ideal for giant arrays

geomagnetic effect: 
radio signal 

few 100 MHz

1017.5 eV shower 
50-200 MHz radio emission 
side view

E > 50 𝜇V/m

The GRAND Concept

Inclined showers with mountain targets
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200,000 radio antennas over 200,000 km2  
~20 hotspots of 10k antennas  

in favorable locations in China & around the world

200,000 km2

hotspot1  
10,000 km2  

used for simulations
GRANDProto300?
300 km2

✓ Radio environment: radio quiet 
✓ Physical environment: mountains 
✓ Access 
✓ Installation and Maintenance 
✓ Other issues (e.g., political)

The GRAND Concept

several excellent sites  
already identified 

(~50 measurements)

21



first GRAND subarray, 
sensitivity comparable 
to ARA/ARIANNA on 
similar time scale, 
allowing discovery of 
EeV neutrinos for 
optimistic fluxes

1500€ /
detection unit

DAQ with discrete 
elements, but mature 
design 
for trigger, data 
transfer, consumption

ASIC 
Cost ~10M€ ➔ few 10€/board 
Consomption < 1W 
Reliability

Industrial scale allows to cut 
down costs: 500€/unit  
➔ 200M€ in total

first neutrino detection at 1018 eV  
and/or neutrino astronomy!

200,000 antennas over 200,000 km2, ~ 
20 hotspots of 10k antennas, possibly 
in different continents

GRANDProto300

GRANDProto35 GRAND200k

G
oa

ls

2018 2020 2025 203X

GRAND10k

standalone 
radio array: test 
efficiency & 
background 
rejection

Se
tu

p
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et
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160k€, fully 
funded by 
NAOC+IHEP, 
deployment 
ongoing @ Ulastai

35 radio antennas 
21 scintillators

1.3 M€  
to be deployed in 2020

standalone radio array 
of very inclined showers 
(θz>70°) from cosmic 
rays (>1016.5 eV)  

+ ground array to do 
UHECR astro/hadronic 
physics

• 300 HorizonAntennas 
over 300 km² 

• Fast DAQ (AERA+ 
GRANDproto35 analog 
stage) 

• Solar panels (day use) + 
WiFi data transfer 

• Ground array (a la 
HAWC/Auger)

A staged approach with self-standing pathfinders

!27



Layout: 300 antennas, 200km², 
1km step size with denser infield  
➔ Erange = 1016.5-1018eV

HorizonAntenna, successfully 
tested in the field (August 
2018)

Site: 8 sites surveyed in China,  
6 with excellent electromagnetic 
conditions

Electronics: 
50-200MHz analog 
filtering,  
500MSPS sampling 
FPGA+CPU 
Bullet WiFi data 
transfert

GRANDProto300: a self-standing pathfinder



GRAND Technical Challenges

• How to collect data? 
• Optimised trigger (machine learning (?), see Führer et al. 

ARENA2018) to improve selection @ antenna level 
• Optimised informations to be transmitted to central DAQ 

• How to identify air showers out of the ultra 
dominant background ? 
• Specific signatures of air shower radio signals vs background 

transients demonstrated (TREND offline selection algorithm:1 
event out 108 pass & final sample background contamination < 
20%) 

• Improved setup (GRANDproto35, being deployed) should lead 
to even better performances 

• Deep learning techniques 

• How well can we reconstruct the primary particle 
information  
• Simulations promising (similar performances as for standard 

showers) + deep learning technique

• How to deploy and run 200,000 units over 200,000km²? 
• How much will it cost? Who will pay for it? 

GR DN

Need for an experimental 
setup to test and optimize 

techniques

GRANDProto300

go for industrial approach! 
answers to be studied at 

later stage

�29
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• Final result for a 3-
years all-flavor 
exposure on HS1 
(10000km²+1km step) 
in 50-200MHz, with 5+ 
antenna cluster above 
2sigma threshold

• Flux limit = 7.9 10-9 
GeV/cm²/s/sr

~4 10-10 GeV/cm²/s/sr   
when extrapolated to 
GRAND200k

HS1 limit

• Initial limit:
       for HS1: 7.2 10-9 GeV/cm²/s/sr (7500km²+800m step)
       For GRAND200k 2.2 10-10 GeV/cm²/s/sr (200’000km²+800m step)

=> Limits presented so far (Nijmegen) seems to be robust!

Simulated performances

<ψ>=	0.2°	
(Plane	wave	approx)	

PRELI
MINARY

➔ Astronomy!!!

Xmax resolution:  
< 40 g/cm² achievable for 
E>1019 eV  
with GP300 & further stages

GRAND full sensitivity (E>1017 eV) 
~4x10−10 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 

exposure for Hotspot1  
10'000 km2

~0.1-0.3° angular resolution for GP300 
also achievable for Hotspot1

C. Guépin (IAP)V. Decoene (IAP) �30
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GZK

neutrinos

EeV

neutrino

astronomy

UHE

gamma

rays

Epoch of

reionization

Fast

radio

bursts
Giant

radio

pulses

UHECRs

Neutrino

physics

Advanced stages

Early stages

In
te

rm
ed

ia
te

 s
ta

ge
s

• unphased integration of signals: an almost full-
sky survey of radio signals 

• can detect FRBs and Giant Radio pulses of the 
Crab already at the GRANDProto300 stage

• 20 times the exposure of Auger! 
• GRANDProto300:  

transition from Galactic/
extragalactic 

• hadronic physics: muon 
discrepancy, UHECR mass 
composition, p-air cross-section 

A rich science case

• competitive with Auger at 
GRANDProto300 stage

• neutrino cross-section 
measurements 

• spectral, angular distortions 
• flavor ratiosUHECR, hadronic physics

radio-astronomy in a novel way

neutrino physics

UHE gamma rays



Natural Science 
Foundation of China 

France China Particle 
Physics Laboratory 

France China Particle 
Physics Laboratory 

Chinese Academy of 
Science

GRAND Today

electronics: Nikhef/Radboud U. 
antenna design: Subatech (design), 
Electronics University of XiAn (production) 
simulations: IAP, VUB 
particle detectors: Penn State U. 
computing resources: KIT

~50 collaborators from 10 countries 
France (15), China (7), USA (6), Netherlands (2), Germany (2), 
Copenhagen (2), Spain (2), Brazil (2), Belgium, Argentina, Sweden
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